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v velocity 
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SUMMARY 
 
 

Hollow fiber membranes offer the opportunity to dramatically reduce the energy 

required to perform gas separations in the chemical industry. The membranes are 

fabricated from highly non-Newtonian precursor materials, including concentrated 

polymer solutions that sometimes also contain dispersed particles. These materials are 

susceptible to shear-induced microstructural changes during processing, which can affect 

the characteristics of the resulting membrane. This thesis explores several shear-related 

effects using materials and flow conditions that are relevant for fiber spinning. The 

findings are discussed as they relate to membrane processing, and also from the 

standpoint of enhancing our fundamental understanding of the underlying phenomena. 

First, the effect of shear on polymeric dope solutions was investigated. Shear-induced 

demixing—a phenomenon not previously studied in membrane materials—was found to 

occur in membrane dopes. Phase separation experiments also showed that shear-induced 

demixing promotes macrovoid formation. The demixing process was found to depend not 

only on the instantaneous shear conditions, but also on the shear history of the solution. 

This suggests that low-shear flow processes that occur in the upstream tubing and 

channels used for fiber spinning can affect macrovoid formation. 

The effect of viscoelastic media on dispersed particles was also explored. Shear-

small-angle light scattering results showed that particles suspended in membrane dope 

solutions formed aggregated, vorticity-oriented structures when shear rates in the shear-

thinning regime of the polymer solution were applied. Shear rates well below the shear-

thinning regime did not produce any structure. In fact, the application of a Newtonian 
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shear rate to a sample already containing the vorticity structure caused the sample to 

return to isotropy. Measurements using a highly elastic, constant-viscosity Boger fluid 

showed that strong normal forces alone are not sufficient to form the vorticity structures, 

but that shear thinning is also required.  

Lastly, a study was conducted examining cross-stream migration of particles 

dispersed in viscoelastic media. Fluids exhibiting varying degrees of shear thinning and 

normal forces were found to have different effects on the particle distribution along the 

shear gradient axis in Poiseuille flow. Shear thinning was found to promote migration 

toward the channel center, while normal stresses tended to cause migration toward the 

channel walls.  

 In addition to hollow fiber spinning, many other industrially relevant applications 

involve polymer solutions and suspensions of particles in viscoelastic media. Often, the 

properties and performance of the material depend strongly on the internal 

microstructure. The results from the research described in this thesis can be used to guide 

the design of materials and processing conditions, so that the desired microstructural 

characteristics can be achieved. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 Rheology & Hollow Fiber Membrane Spinning 

 Asymmetric hollow fiber membranes offer a promising alternative to traditional, 

energy-intensive thermal separation techniques (e.g., distillation) for purifying gas 

mixtures in the chemical industry. Compared to other types of membranes, hollow fibers 

offer several particularly attractive features. Their durability and geometry allow them to 

withstand large transmembrane pressure drops. Also, hollow fibers are generally made 

from polymeric materials, which are relatively inexpensive and easy to process, 

compared to the inorganic materials that are sometimes used to produce membranes. 

Perhaps their most important characteristic, however, is that they provide extremely large 

surface areas per unit volume, allowing them to handle large gas flow capacities with a 

small equipment footprint [1-3].  

 In recent decades, significant improvements have been made to hollow fiber 

technology, but there are still some obstacles to widespread implementation. Developing 

advanced materials and improving the versatility of fiber fabrication methods have been 

identified as two of the most critical challenges [3, 4]. Each of these challenges has an 

important rheological component. The materials being developed for next-generation 

hollow fibers include highly engineered polymers and composite materials, both of which 

possess extremely non-Newtonian characteristics that affect processing. Fiber fabrication 

(i.e., fiber spinning) involves complex flow conditions that can greatly affect the 

microstructure of the aforementioned materials, and hence the properties of the final 
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product. The aim of this thesis is to identify ways to improve hollow fiber technology by 

bridging the fields of rheology and membrane research. The remainder of this chapter 

will provide a description of the fiber spinning process and the rheological complexities 

involved, followed by a discussion of the shear-related phenomena that are explored in 

this thesis and a list of specific aims. 

 

1.1.1 Hollow Fiber Spinning 

 Polymeric hollow fiber membranes are prepared through a spinning process (shown 

in Figure 1.1) in which a concentrated polymeric solution (the “dope”) is extruded 

through the annular channel of a spinneret, with a bore fluid co-extruded in the center to 

generate the hollow core of the fiber. The extruded filament enters into a quench bath 

where it is thermodynamically phase separated, undergoing a liquid-to-solid transition by 

extracting solvent from the fiber. Prior to entering the quench bath, the filament is 

sometimes first passed through an air gap (so-called dry-jet wet spinning), where partial 

solvent evaporation takes place. This evaporation aids in the formation of a thin skin 

layer that provides selectivity without hindering mass transfer [5-7]. After solidification, 

the fiber is finally wound onto an uptake drum. The take-up speed of the solidified fiber 

is typically greater than the velocity at which the filament exits the spinneret, which 

results in strong extensional flow of the liquid in the air gap. The ratio between spinning 

velocity and take-up velocity is referred to as the draw ratio. During post-processing, 

which is not the focus of this thesis, the fibers are ultimately cut into segments that are 

bundled to form a membrane module. 
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Figure 1.1   Schematic diagram of the polymeric hollow fiber spinning process. 

 
 
 
 The process described above for purely polymeric fibers already contains many 

rheological complexities. For example, the polymeric dope solutions are generally 

prepared at high concentrations, in the entangled regime, which is characterized by strong 

viscoelasticity and shear thinning [8]. Furthermore, some of the most promising new 

hollow fiber membrane designs, known as mixed matrix membranes, incorporate 

molecular sieve particles into a polymer matrix [9-15]. Because these particulate 

materials tend to be expensive and because they only contribute significantly to 

membrane functionality when located in the outer layer of the fiber, dual-layer spinning 

processes have been developed. In this approach, a second layer of membrane dope 

containing the molecular sieves (the ‘sheath’ layer) is extruded on the outside of a purely 

polymeric core, as shown in Figure 1.2.  

 Molecular sieves are materials with extremely well defined pore sizes, such as 

zeolites or molecular organic framework (MOF) particles. As their name indicates, these 

materials offer great size specificity for molecular separations. The addition of these 

particulates to an already non-Newtonian material further exacerbates the rheological 

difficulties associated with fiber spinning. Adding particles to a fluid can affect the 
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overall rheology of the suspension, for example by enhancing its shear-thinning 

properties, introducing transient stress effects, and causing the formation of anisotropic 

structures during shear [16-19].  

 
 

 
Figure 1.2   Schematic of a dual-layer, mixed matrix fiber spinning operation. 

 
 
 

 There are several compelling reasons to better understand the role of rheology in 

hollow fiber spinning. On a very basic level, rheology is important in spinning because 

the viscosity of the dope determines whether it is ‘spinnable’ or not. The dope must not 

be so viscous as to prevent it from being pumped through the narrow spinneret at fairly 

high rates, but its viscosity should also not be so low that the liquid filament easily breaks 

apart in the air gap or the quench bath. In addition to quantifying shear viscosity, which is 

often identified as a key spinning parameter, rheological measurements can provide much 

more information. They can help to detect, diagnose, and understand any underlying 

flow-induced structural transitions that may occur within a fluid, allowing us to connect 

microscopic features to the bulk flow properties of a material. This latter aspect of 

rheological studies is particularly relevant for fiber spinning, because fibers must possess 
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the correct micromorphology in order to be suitable for separation applications. These 

considerations will be discussed further in the following section. 

 

1.1.2 Fiber Microstructure 

 Hollow fiber membranes typically have an external diameter of 200-300 µm, with a 

fiber wall thickness of roughly 50-100 µm. These fibers should have several 

microstructural characteristics. First of all, they should be asymmetric in the sense that 

the fiber wall should be composed of two regions with different morphologies. The inner 

portion of the fiber, which provides the mechanical support, should have an open, porous 

structure to minimize mass transfer resistance. The outer portion of the fiber should 

possess a thin, dense skin layer, that provides a high selectivity for molecular separations 

[20]. This asymmetric morphology is illustrated in Figure 1.3 and applies to both purely 

polymeric and mixed matrix membrane fibers. 

 

 
Figure 1.3   SEM micrograph illustrating the asymmetric nature of a hollow fiber 

membrane, from [20]. 
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 Another important challenge is the need to eliminate fiber defects. The most 

commonly observed defects are the teardrop shaped voids shown in Figure 1.4. These 

defects are often called macrovoids, and they pose several problems. First, macrovoids 

compromise the mechanical integrity of a fiber, limiting the pressure drops that can be 

imposed on the membrane unit [21]. Secondly, if these voids penetrate the selective skin 

layer, they become leak sources that undermine the selectivity of the entire fiber.           

 
 

 
Figure 1.4   Hollow fiber containing many macrovoids, from [22]. 

 
 

 It is well documented that macrovoids in mixed matrix fibers often originate at the 

location of a molecular sieve, indicating that the presence of particles promotes 

macrovoid formation. It has been reported that these particle-initiated macrovoids can be 

suppressed by the use of a large draw ratio and/or smaller sieve particles [22]. Strong 

elongational flow has also been found to suppress macrovoid formation in particle-free 

fibers [23]. However, the mechanism responsible for this effect is not fully understood, 

and the elimination of defects remains an important challenge during membrane spinning. 

For mixed matrix fibers, there are additional desired characteristics regarding the 

dispersed particulate phase. First, particles must remain well dispersed throughout the 
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process, since agglomerated particles are more likely to cause defects in the surrounding 

matrix. Also, the distribution of particles along the radial direction is important. To 

maximize the beneficial effects from the added sieves, one would like to have as large a 

concentration as possible in the skin layer, provided that the presence of the sieves does 

not cause unwanted defects in the polymer matrix. Sieve particles that are located outside 

the skin layer, i.e. embedded in the porous support, do not enhance the selectivity of the 

fiber and are effectively useless. It is important to note that the skin layer can be as thin 

as tens of nanometers, while the total thickness of the sheath layer containing the 

particles can be tens of microns. As will be discussed later, non-Newtonian effects can 

cause unexpected changes in particle distribution under flow, which could potentially 

result in a non-uniform distribution of particles within the sheath layer. As a result, one 

cannot simply assume that the skin layer sieve concentration will be the same as the 

overall concentration of the sheath dope. The efficient use of sieve particles is of 

significant economical concern, because they tend to be the most expensive component 

of a mixed matrix membrane. 

 With these considerations in mind, the overarching objective of this thesis is to 

investigate the effect of shear on the microstructure of dope solutions, both with and 

without dispersed particles. Three particular shear-related phenomena were identified as 

being of interest based on several criteria. Each involves shear-induced effects that could 

potentially affect fiber performance, either negatively or positively. Also, prior rheology 

literature indicates that these phenomena occur in materials that are rheologically similar 

to the dope solutions used to spin hollow fibers, making them potentially relevant for 
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fiber spinning. Finally, none of these effects have been explored extensively, if at all, in 

terms of membrane materials. The three topics to be explored are 

• Shear history and shear-induced demixing in polymer solutions 

• Shear-induced aggregation and alignment of particles dispersed in 

polymer solutions 

• Shear-induced particle migration in polymer solutions 

 The following sections will briefly introduce each of these topics and provide the 

motivation for studying their particular effects in membrane spinning. They also contain 

reviews of the prior work that has been reported in these areas, both in the rheology 

literature and by the membrane research community. 

 

1.2 Polymer Effects: Shear History & Shear-Induced Demixing 

 The first topic to be addressed involves the effect of shear on polymeric dope 

solutions. Although this portion of the research will focus on dope solutions without 

particles, the same effects apply to the polymeric portion of a mixed matrix dope. The 

purpose of this section is to discuss how two effects—shear history and shear-induced 

demixing—could affect defect formation in hollow fiber spinning.  

 

1.2.1 Considering Shear History 

 Many studies in the past have attempted to correlate fiber-spinning conditions with 

separation performance of the final membrane. For example, researchers have 

investigated the effect of elongation [22-24], quench bath conditions [25-28], and dope 

composition [27-32]. While there have also been some studies investigating the effect of 
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shear rate during spinning, these have been less conclusive [33-36]. In one of these 

studies, for example, Chung et al. observed variations in separation performance with 

changes in shear conditions, but the resulting fibers contained many defects, even for the 

best performing fibers, which made the results difficult to interpret [35]. 

 One reason that these studies may have failed to produce major insights into the effect 

of shear is that they were focused on the instantaneous shear conditions at the narrow 

spinneret exit. At first sight, this is not an unreasonable choice, since shear at the exit 

represents the highest shear rate (smallest channel) present in the process, and because it 

represents the final shear step before the dope enters the air gap, where shear is replaced 

by extensional flow and phase separation is initiated. 

 There are, however, compelling reasons to also consider the effect of shear during 

other phases of the spinning process. First, even if a useful correlation can be made 

between shear at the spinneret exit and membrane separation performance, this is not 

necessarily a convenient parameter to adjust. In order to change the shear rate at the 

spinneret exit, one would either have to change the spinneret geometry, which is 

expensive, or the dope flow rate, which could lead to undesirable changes in the fiber 

dimensions due to die swell effects. Another reason to consider shear in other phases of 

the process is that the total strain (i.e., the total amount of deformation) associated with 

this final high-shear step only represents a small fraction of the total deformation 

experienced by the dope solution during spinning. Upstream channels, tubing, and piping 

comprise much of the total strain applied to the dope solution. The strain within the final 

spinneret channel scales as L/h, where L is the channel length and h the gap size; for a 

typical spinneret, L/h is on the order of 10. By comparison, if ¼” diameter tubing is used 
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upstream of the spinneret, as little as 2.5 inches of this tubing would provide enough 

strain to exceed the total deformation within the final spinneret channel.  

 Shear history is particularly important when considering scale-up from laboratory 

spinning to larger industrial settings. The actual spinneret dimensions would likely not 

change significantly in the scale-up process, since the desired size of the fibers does not 

change. However, upstream tubing, etc. is often considered unimportant, and therefore 

might be altered with little consideration if, for example, some particular tubing size 

happened to be cheaper or more readily available than the size that was used in the 

original design. Fiber spinning professionals in industry sometimes report puzzling 

differences in fiber quality at separate production sites that utilize seemingly identical 

spinning conditions [37], suggesting that we should reevaluate conventional wisdom 

about the relevance of various phases of the process with regards to fiber quality. 

Therefore, a more comprehensive understanding of shear conditions could help to 

improve the overall versatility and reliability of the spinning process by providing 

universal guidelines that are not specific for a certain dope formulation (e.g., 

polymer/solvent combination and concentration). 

 

1.2.2 Shear-Induced Demixing 

 Another shear-related issue that has thus far gone largely unexplored in the membrane 

field is shear-induced demixing. Shear-induced demixing (also referred to as shear-

induced phase separation, or shear-enhanced concentration fluctuations, depending on the 

extent of the behavior) is a phenomenon that has been of interest in the polymer research 

community for many decades [38-45]. One of the earliest accounts came from Ver Strate 
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and Philippoff, who discovered that a polymer solution flowing through the converging 

section of a contraction channel like the one shown in Figure 1.5 exhibited visible 

turbidity in the regions of high shear rate [45]. This turbidity was caused by the presence 

of a separate phase that formed in the solution as a result of the higher shear rate in the 

narrower section of the channel.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.5   Diagram showing the flow geometry and appearance of opacity in the 

experiments of Ver Strate and Philippoff [45]. 
 
 

 The study by Ver Strate and Philipoff included solutions of polystyrene (4.3 vol.%, 

Mw 1.8x106 and 2x106 g/mol) in either dioctyl phthalate or decalin. Interestingly, the 

turbidity seemed to disappear shortly after the solution left the narrow section of the 

channel, suggesting that the phase separation was reversed once the shear rate was 

reduced.  

 Since this work, a large body of research has developed on shear-induced demixing. 

While the mechanism is still not entirely understood, the most generally accepted theory 

is that it occurs due to a large disparity in molecular dynamics among the components of 

a mixture [38, 46-48]. It occurs most commonly in polymer solutions, which consist of 

long, slow polymer chains and small, fast-diffusing solvent molecules. In such solutions, 
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random, thermally induced concentration fluctuations (which are necessarily present in 

any multi-component system) result in localized regions that are slightly enriched in 

polymer entanglements, and therefore have a higher viscosity, and lower-viscosity 

regions with slightly higher solvent concentrations. The application of deformation then 

causes an unequal distribution of stress among these regions. Domains rich in polymer 

entanglements bear a larger fraction of the stress, and tend to squeeze solvent into nearby 

low-viscosity, solvent-rich regions. As a result, the concentration fluctuations become 

amplified, often to the point of visible phase separation. 

 Ten years after the previously mentioned study, Rangel-Nafaile et al. published a 

paper in which they reviewed the various findings on shear-induced demixing [49]. To 

illustrate how puzzling and diverse this phenomenon can be, a table from their paper that 

summarizes some key observations from past research is reproduced in Table 1.1. As this 

list shows, the shear rates required to induce demixing can vary over many orders of 

magnitude. In fact, the use of more sensitive techniques like light scattering has since 

allowed researchers to observe enhancements of concentration fluctuations at shear rates 

even lower than the ones reported in this table (sometimes as low as 10-2 s-1) [48, 50-53]. 

While most studies have involved high molecular weight polymers (106 g/mol or more), 

the effect has also been observed for polymers of lower molecular weight, on the order of 

105 g/mol [39]. Another interesting observation from the data review in Table 1.1 is the 

fact that the shear-induced demixing is sometimes reversible, while in other cases it is 

found to be irreversible. 
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Table 1.1 A table reproduced from Rangel-Nafaile et al. summarizing many of the early 
observations of shear-induced demixing [49].

 
 
 
 

 Surprisingly, shear-induced demixing has never been investigated for membrane 

materials, even though some researchers have speculated that it could play a role in the 

fiber spinning process. Husain and Koros, for example, suggest that shear-induced 

demixing could help to suppress macrovoid formation by accelerating the phase 

separation that occurs in the quench bath [22].  
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 The first aim of this thesis is to determine the effect of shear conditions that occur 

during spinning on the polymeric dope solutions that are typically used to produce hollow 

fiber membranes. Specific questions to be addressed are: Does shear-induced demixing 

occur in membrane dopes? If so, does it depend only on the instantaneous shear 

conditions, or is shear history important? Finally, what effect does shear-induced 

demixing have on macrovoid formation? The details and findings regarding these 

questions will be discussed in Chapter 2.  

 

1.3 Particle Effects: Shear-Induced Aggregation & Orientation 

 The remaining topics to be discussed relate to polymeric fibers containing molecular 

sieves. As mentioned before, mixed matrix spinning possesses an additional layer of 

rheological complexity due to the presence of dispersed particles. Not only do they 

further complicate the rheological properties of an already non-Newtonian dope, but they 

can also cause specific problems such as promoting defects in the surrounding polymer 

matrix, including macrovoids and “sieve-in-a-cage” defects in which the polymer matrix 

does not properly adhere to the particle surface [22]. Additionally, suspensions of 

particles in polymeric media can exhibit transient viscosity effects that could create 

difficulties in maintaining the stability of the liquid filament in the air gap [17, 18, 54-

56]. For some fibers containing large loadings of particles, especially if they are 

geometrically anisotropic, jamming and shear-thickening effects can become 

problematic. The second objective of this thesis is therefore to gain a better understanding 

of the effect of shear conditions during processing on the microstructure of a composite 

dope and the properties of the resulting fiber after phase separation.  
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 The rheology literature offers an abundance of examples of shear-induced structure in 

suspensions of particles in viscoelastic media [57-62]. In many cases, experimental 

observations have been reported without a full mechanistic understanding. Studying 

shear-induced microstructure in composite membrane dope materials therefore provides a 

two-fold benefit. First, we can gain an understanding of the types of behavior that may 

occur during spinning, thereby improving the versatility of composite fiber technology. 

Additionally, a meaningful contribution can be made to the growing body of rheology 

research on the topic by answering some fundamental questions about the underlying 

phenomena. 

 Work in the area of shear-induced suspension microstructure began with a seminal 

publication by Michele et al. in 1977 [19]. In this work, monolayers of non-colloidal (60-

70 µm) glass beads in various viscoelastic polymer solutions were found to form long 

strings that oriented along the flow direction (see Figure 1.6). The authors also noted that 

the formation of this structure seemed to require a Weissenberg number (the 

dimensionless ratio of N1, the first normal stress difference, to shear stress) exceeding a 

value of 10.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.6   Progression of flow-oriented string formation observed by Michele et al.; the 

suspension consisted of 60-70 µm glass spheres in an aqueous polyacrylamide solution 
(0.5%) [19]. 
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 This behavior is potentially relevant for fiber spinning in a few ways. As mentioned 

earlier, particle aggregation is undesirable in fiber spinning due to the fact that aggregated 

particles are more likely to initiate defects in the surrounding polymer. We are not 

currently aware of any reports indicating that structures like those in Figure 1.6 have been 

observed in hollow fiber spinning. However, spun fibers are usually examined primarily 

through electron microscopy of cross-sectional cuts, which would likely not reveal such 

features; flow-oriented strings would be oriented along the axial direction of a hollow 

fiber, perpendicular to the plane of view of the microscope.  

 The effect of shear on the orientation of particles is also significant, since 

geometrically anisotropic sieves are sometimes used [63-66]. The potential benefit of 

high aspect ratio sieves is that they can create a more tortuous path for excluded 

molecules when they are oriented perpendicular to the permeation direction in a fiber, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.7, thus enhancing selectivity of the separation. Achieving this 

benefit, however, relies on alignment of the sieves, so it is beneficial to develop an 

understanding of the potential orientation effects that can occur in viscoelastic media.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.7   Diagram illustrating the selectivity benefits of large aspect ratio molecular 

sieves that are aligned perpendicular to the gas transport direction. 
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 The next sections will review the findings on shear-induced structure from the 

rheology community. Flow-oriented structures similar to those observed by Michele et al. 

will be discussed first, followed by a less common type of structure that has since been 

observed: vorticity-oriented structures.  

 

1.3.1 Flow-Oriented Structure 

 Understanding flow-oriented, string-like structures remains an important topic in 

rheology research, and many questions remain unanswered. For example, it is still 

unclear whether this is primarily a surface effect, or if alignment also occurs in the bulk. 

The requirements for the formation of such structures are also still subject of debate. 

Specifically, researchers would like to know whether it is sufficient to have a continuous 

phase that is elastic, or if shear thinning is also required in order to generate string 

formation.  

 A recent study by Scirocco et al. involved polystyrene particles (2.7 µm) in fluids 

with varying degrees of elasticity and shear thinning [67]. They found particle chaining at 

Weissenberg number values ranging from 0.5 to 16.5, which was in contradiction with 

earlier reports claiming that structure formation required a minimum ratio of 10 [19, 59]. 

The study by Scirocco showed that chain formation occurred in the bulk of the sample, 

and did not depend on the size of the gap between the shearing surfaces. Another 

interesting finding from this paper is that particles suspended in a Boger fluid (a highly 

elastic, non-shear-thinning fluid that is a useful rheological model system for isolating the 

effects of elasticity) did not exhibit any structure formation, even at much larger 
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Weissenberg numbers; this result indicates that shear thinning is also a requirement for 

string formation. These results are illustrated in Figure 1.8. 

 

 
Figure 1.8   Various microstructures observed by Scirocco et al.: (a) flow-oriented 
strings in a shear-thinning solution; (b) flow-oriented bundles in a solution with a 

Weissenberg ratio much greater than (a); (c) homogeneous distribution of particles in a 
Boger fluid [67]. 

 
 
 

 However, in a subsequent study from the same group, surface effects were found to 

be of importance [68]: all particles (sizes ranging from 1-3 µm) were found to form flow-

oriented strings at sufficiently high shear rates, but only at the shearing surfaces and not 

in the bulk. Interestingly, for the smallest particles in the study, shear rates below the 

onset of shear thinning were found to result in short, vorticity-oriented clusters, a 

phenomenon that will be discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.2. 

 Although the previously mentioned study by Scirocco et al. did not find any string 

formation in suspensions of particles in a Boger fluid, some researchers have observed 

shear-induced structure in these purely elastic fluids.  Won and Kim studied large 

particles (diameter ~300 µm) in various fluids using a reciprocating shear apparatus and 

found that at large shear rates, particles in a Boger fluid formed a distinctive zigzag 

pattern of non-contacting particles with very regular interparticle spacing (see Figure 1.9) 

[69]. Their findings regarding string formation in shear-thinning fluids were in agreement 

a b c 
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with the Scirocco study; like Scirocco et al., Won and Kim also observed long, straight 

strings in these fluids. Yet the contradictory results for the Boger fluid case provide 

another example of how puzzling this behavior can be, and suggest that the underlying 

mechanisms are more complex than originally thought.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.9   Structure observed by Won and Kim for non-colloidal particles in a Boger 

fluid under reciprocating shear [69]. 
 
 
 

 In addition to experimental investigations, researchers have attempted to understand 

particle chaining through simulations. Recently, simulations using the responsive particle 

dynamics method (RaPiD) have successfully reproduced experimental results of particle 

string formation [70, 71]. RaPiD uses Brownian particles with varying interparticle 

degrees of freedom to simulate entanglements [70]. Using this technique, Santos de 

Oliveira et al. investigated particle chaining in shear-thinning fluids, including solutions 

of polymers and wormlike micelles (Figure 1.10). Their study showed that shear alters 

the distribution of polymer molecules around the dispersed particles, causing polymer-

lean wakes downstream of the particles, and polymer accumulation on the upstream side. 

When particles approach each other, the wakes create a strongly depleted region between 
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the particles, resulting in a net attraction. Their results also show that for a given polymer 

system, a critical viscosity exists, below which particle strings are observed; above the 

critical viscosity, strings do not occur [71]. This could explain the lack of structure 

formation that is sometimes observed in Boger fluids. It is possible that shear-induced 

strings do not form in Boger fluids because their shear rate-independent viscosity is 

above the critical value for string formation. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.10 Simulation results from Santos de Oliveira et al. showing the development of 

strings of particles suspended in a wormlike micelle solution [70]. 
 
 
 

1.3.2 Vorticity-Oriented Structure 

 While the mechanism that leads to shear-induced aggregation of particles is still 

somewhat puzzling, the tendency of these aggregates to orient themselves along the flow 

direction is at least somewhat intuitive. An arguably more intriguing phenomenon is 

vorticity-oriented structure formation, in which alignment occurs along the vorticity, or 

neutral axis, of the shear field, as shown in Figure 1.11. 
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Figure 1.11 Definition of flow, gradient, and vorticity axes in simple shear flow. 

 
 
 

 One of the early observations of vorticity-oriented aggregates was reported by 

DeGroot et al. [72]. In this paper, the authors studied suspensions of colloidal silica 

(50 nm) in a polymer melt (polydimethylsiloxane, or PDMS). Shear caused the particles 

to flocculate and orient along the vorticity axis, as shown in Figure 1.12. They 

hypothesized that the flocculation was due to polymer bridging, but the orientation along 

the vorticity axis was not fully explained.  

 
 

 
Figure 1.12 Optical image (left) and characteristic butterfly scattering pattern illustrating 

the aggregated, vorticity-oriented structure formed due to shear [72]. 
 
 
 

 One interesting feature of the structure in this system is the fact that the vorticity 

orientation and the anisotropy of the resulting light scattering pattern both disappeared 

within seconds after shear was stopped. Despite the fact that the particles are fairly small, 
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the authors pointed out that this rapid restoration of isotropy cannot be attributed to 

Brownian diffusion because of the high viscosity of the suspending polymer melt. 

Instead, they postulated that the disappearance of the structure is due to stored elasticity 

within the aggregates. They suggest that the aggregates contract and form rolling 

cylindrical structures during flow, and then are able to relax by releasing this stored 

energy upon cessation of shear flow.  

 Another instance of vorticity-oriented structure was mentioned briefly in Section 

1.3.1. This observation was made by Pasquino et al. [68] during a study that was focused 

primarily on flow-oriented string formation. In their experiments, these authors found 

that the smallest particles, at the lowest shear rates explored (which were below the onset 

of shear thinning in the polymer solution used as the suspending fluid) tended to form 

short clusters of 2-4 particles that became oriented in the vorticity direction.  

 Since one of the defining features of polymeric materials is their ability to exert 

stresses normal to flow, one might initially think that vorticity-oriented aggregates are 

caused by localized, microscopic manifestations of these normal stresses. However, in the 

experiments by Pasquino, vorticity orientation was observed at shear rates that were well 

within the Newtonian regime of the solution. Under these conditions, polymer chains are 

not significantly stretched, so that normal forces should be negligible. In fact, at the shear 

rate that resulted in vorticity orientation, the suspending fluid exhibited a Weissenberg 

ratio of ~0.5, which strongly suggests that shear forces should dominate over normal 

stresses. The fact that a vorticity orientation is observed under these conditions is quite 

surprising. 
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 Based on the multitude of experimental observations briefly reviewed above, there is 

no clear prediction of the types of shear-induced microstructure that might occur during 

composite fiber spinning. By studying suspensions of particles in membrane dopes, we 

can first identify the structures that can form in these materials, and use this information 

to provide guidance to the design of fiber spinning processes. However, there are also 

many other applications involving particles dispersed in non-Newtonian media that 

would benefit from an enhanced understanding of these phenomena [73-75]. Therefore, 

this thesis will focus on understanding the mechanisms of shear-induced aggregation and 

orientation, so that the findings can then be used to provide future improvements to fiber 

spinning and other industrially relevant applications.   

 

1.4 Particle Effects: Shear-Induced Migration 

 As mentioned earlier, the radial location of sieves in a mixed matrix fiber is 

important. The skin layer represents only a small fraction of the total sheath layer, so a 

non-uniform distribution of particles within the sheath layer could result in either a 

depletion or enrichment of sieves in the skin layer of the fiber where their presence is 

most desirable. A non-uniform distribution can occur if particles exhibit lateral migration 

during flow. Lateral migration refers to any motion of a particle that is perpendicular to 

the bulk flow direction.  

 For a neutrally buoyant, single particle in a Newtonian fluid under laminar flow 

conditions, lateral migration cannot occur. There are, however, several effects that are 

known to produce migration. One example is inertia, which causes particles in Poiseuille 

flow to migrate to an annular region ~0.6 radii from the center of a tube [76-84]. Since 
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the Reynolds number for a colloidal molecular sieve particle flowing through a spinneret 

is essentially zero (due to the small particle size and high fluid viscosity), this is not 

applicable to fiber spinning. Migration can also occur for concentrated suspensions in 

which particles get preferentially pushed out of the high-stress regions (e.g., near the 

walls of a tube) toward low-stress regions because of the more frequent interparticle 

interactions at high shear rates [85-89]. A third possible source of migration, and the one 

that is most likely to occur in hollow fiber spinning, is the presence of a non-Newtonian 

suspending medium.  

 Although there are a few examples of studies in the membrane field seeking to 

understand the radial distribution of sieves in composite fibers, none have attempted to 

investigate the effect of shear. Two studies by Chung and co-workers measured the sieve 

distribution in fibers spun using different air gaps and draw ratios [90, 91]. They 

concluded that the liquid fiber as it leaves the spinneret contains a parabolic sieve 

distribution (see Figure 1.13 (a2) below). That is, more sieves are located in the center of 

the fiber wall. This is an undesirable scenario, as explained previously. By increasing the 

air gap or the draw ratio, the sieve concentration in the outer portion of the fiber was 

increased, which is more favorable for membrane separations. However, the technique 

these authors used to measure the particle distribution (scanning electron microscopy 

with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, or SEM-EDX) produces very noisy, 

inconclusive profiles that are difficult to interpret. The authors also provide a rather 

vague, unsatisfactory explanation on why a parabolic distribution might develop (“The 

particles may rotate and move to the position with lower energy requirement that is 

located near the central part of the flow with lower shear rates.”). They never truly 
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address the issue of shear, nor do they vary the flow rate to see how this would affect the 

profile. If their hypothesis and conclusions are correct, and particles are indeed migrating 

away from the channel walls due to shear, a rheological explanation must exist. 

Furthermore, migration away from the fiber wall could potentially be limited or even 

reversed by carefully manipulating the rheological properties of the solution, providing 

another approach (in addition to varying the air gap and draw ratio) to enhance the 

performance of mixed matrix fibers. 

 
 

 
Figure 1.13 Line spectra showing the distribution of zeolites as a function of radial 

location in the fiber wall for four different air gaps: (a) 0 cm, (b) 1.5 cm, (c) 2.5 cm, and 
(d) 6 cm [90]. 

 
 

 The rheology literature contains a plethora of experimental and theoretical research 

investigating particle migration induced by a non-Newtonian continuous phase [92-94]. 

A large portion of published research is devoted to suspensions in rheometric flow 

geometries, such as Couette flow, since particle migration during standard rheological 

measurements can produce erroneous results when trying to determine the rheological 

properties of these materials [95-99].   
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 Industrial applications have also provided motivation to understand this phenomenon. 

One example is a study by Tehrani, who investigated particle migration in hydraulic 

fracturing fluids [73]. In this study, fluids that were dominantly shear thinning caused 

particles to migrate to the low-shear region in the center of the channel. Fluids that were 

predominantly elastic produced either very slight migration toward the wall, or no 

migration at all. These results are in apparent disagreement with an earlier study by 

Mason et al., who found that shear-thinning fluids caused particles to migrate toward the 

wall in tube flow, while an elastic fluid without strong shear thinning caused particles to 

migrate to the center [97].  

 Recently, the need for ‘particle focusing’ in microfluidic devices (e.g., for counting or 

sorting of cells and particles in biomedical applications) has sparked renewed interest in 

shear-induced migration. These studies typically involve particles in confined flow (i.e., 

particle diameters approximately one-fifth the channel height). Both experiments [100-

102] and simulations [103-105] have been conducted, but the results have failed to fully 

clarify even the most basic aspects of this phenomenon, such as in which direction 

particles should migrate and what the requirements are for lateral migration. 

 In a recent study by D’Avino and coworkers, a bistability scenario was predicted and 

experimentally observed [106]. For particles flowing in a cylindrical microchannel, they 

found that there is some radial position, r*, above which particles will migrate toward the 

wall, and below which particles will migrate toward the channel center. This finding 

could help explain the conflicting results observed in previous studies. The authors 

showed that by tuning the characteristics of the suspending fluid, the value of r* could be 

manipulated. Strongly shear-thinning fluids were found to move this critical value toward 
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the center, thereby promoting migration to the channel walls. Less shear-thinning fluids 

promoted migration to the center. Based on these results, one might be surprised that 

composite fibers do not exhibit any evidence of migration toward the spinneret channel 

walls, as membrane dope solutions typically possess a substantial degree of shear 

thinning. One explanation is that spinnerets do not provide a sufficiently large strain for 

particles to complete their trajectory toward the wall.  

 As was the case for shear-induced aggregation and orientation effects, there is still 

much to be learned about viscoelasticity-induced particle migration. Not only does the 

rheology community desire a greater fundamental understanding of migration, but 

studying particle migration in dope-like materials can also help identify methods to 

improve composite fiber technology.  

 

1.5 Objectives & Thesis Overview 

In summary, this thesis has the following three aims: 

1. Investigate shear-induced demixing in a polymeric dope solution and 

determine what effect this phenomenon has on macrovoid formation. 

 These studies were carried out using shear-small-angle light scattering (shear-

SALS) to monitor the phase behavior of dope solutions in situ under simple shear. 

The scattering patterns from shear-SALS were used to determine whether the 

solutions were in a homogeneous or demixed state, and to gain information about 

the features of the demixed microstructure. To understand the effect of shear 

history on shear-induced demixing, solutions were sheared at various rates prior to 

the shear-SALS experiments, and the resulting patterns were compared. Finally, 
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syringe extrusions were used to determine whether shear history and shear-induced 

demixing affect macrovoid formation in phase-separated fibers. Details regarding 

the experiments and results from this work are presented in Chapter 2. 

 

2. Investigate shear-induced aggregation and structure formation in a mixed 

matrix dope. 

Suspensions of spherical silica particles in a polymer solution were used to 

simulate a mixed matrix membrane dope. Shear-SALS was used to measure 

aggregation and orientation effects within the suspension. The findings on this 

topic (Chapter 3) are of most interest from a rheological standpoint, but some 

potential implications for composite fiber spinning are also discussed later in 

Chapter 5.  

 

3. Determine the effect of viscoelasticity-induced particle migration on the radial 

distribution of molecular sieves in mixed matrix fibers. 

 To study lateral migration, particles were suspended in fluids with varying degrees 

of shear thinning and normal forces. The suspensions were then flowed through 

narrow rectangular glass capillaries using a wide range of flow rates. The effect of 

shear on particle distribution was analyzed using confocal microscopy to directly 

measure the particle concentration distributions within the channel. Details of this 

work are described in Chapter 4. 

Finally, Chapter 5 provides the concluding remarks and recommendations for future 

work.   
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CHAPTER 2 
 

SHEAR-INDUCED DEMIXING IN POLYMERIC MEMBRANE DOPES1 
 
 
 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the first aim of this thesis, which is to investigate the role of 

shear in macrovoid formation during hollow fiber spinning. Historically, membrane 

researchers have studied the effects of shear by focusing on 1) the shear conditions at the 

spinneret exit, and 2) the changes in molecular conformation that occur as a result of 

those conditions [33-35]. In this study, a different approach was taken. Rather than 

considering only the conditions at the spinneret exit, the following question has been 

explored: for a given shear process, how does the shear history of a solution affect its 

microstructure? Also, rather than focusing on changes in molecular conformation, this 

work explores shear-induced demixing, an effect that is known to occur in polymer 

solutions similar to those used for membrane spinning [39, 40, 45, 48-53]. 

These choices were made based on several considerations, which were discussed in 

Chapter 1. First, understanding the effects of shear history can potentially provide another 

useful process parameter to adjust in hollow fiber spinning, without having to change the 

dope flow rate or the spinneret dimensions; simple, inexpensive modifications to 

upstream tubing, for example, could improve membrane performance. Additionally, 

investigating shear-induced demixing in membrane dopes (rather than shear-induced 

chain stretching) offers a promising route to understanding the role of flow conditions on 

                                                                                                                                              

1 The contents of this chapter were previously published as: E. C. Peterson and V. Breedveld, Shear-
induced demixing in polymeric membrane dopes, Journal of Membrane Science 431, 131-138 (2013). 
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macrovoid formation, since such liquid-liquid demixing processes yield microstructural 

features with length scales similar to those over which macrovoids are formed.  

The study described below consisted of two sets of experiments. In the first set, shear-

induced demixing was investigated using shear-small-angle light scattering (shear-

SALS). The experiments were designed to investigate the shear history effect using the 

following generalized scheme: an initial shear step was imposed on the solution, which 

was varied from experiment to experiment; shear-SALS was then used to monitor the 

microstructural response of the solution to a subsequent shear protocol (which was the 

same in all experiments). The initial shear step represents the possible upstream shear 

conditions present in spinning, and the subsequent shear process represents the flow 

through the final spinneret channels. Such experiments are insightful for fiber spinning, 

because they decouple the effects of shear prior to the spinneret and during the actual 

extrusion in the spinneret. 

The second set of experiments was designed to investigate the role of shear history on 

the phase-separated micromorphology of the polymer. As in the first set of experiments, a 

two-step process was used: an initial shear step was applied to the solution, which was 

varied with each experiment; the solutions were then extruded into a quench bath under 

conditions that were identical in all experiments. Since hollow fiber spinning is 

inherently a very complex process with many adjustable parameters, it was decided that 

these phase separation studies would be conducted in a simpler setup (using syringe 

extrusions) rather than an actual spinneret. This simplified approach provides a more 

fundamental understanding of the complex behavior associated with membrane dopes, 
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and the outcomes can subsequently be used as inspiration for improvements in spinning 

process parameters. 

The results outlined below show that shear does in fact induce demixing, at least in 

the dope solution that was explored. In addition, it was found that subtle variations in 

shear history can affect the resulting microstructure of the demixed material, which can in 

turn affect macrovoid formation.  

 
 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Dope Preparation 

The polymer used was Ultem® 1000 polyetherimide (SABIC Innovative Plastics, 

Pittsfield, MA), which is a popular polymer for hollow fiber membrane spinning due to 

its inherent selectivity for gas permeation [9, 10]. The solvent was n-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone (NMP, 99%, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and the non-solvent used in this 

study was ethanol (anhydrous, 99%, VWR, Radnor, PA), both of which were used as 

received.   

Solutions were prepared by combining the required amount of Ultem® powder and 

NMP. The mixture was then placed on a slow roller until the polymer dissolved and the 

solution became optically transparent. At that point, typically after 24 hours, ethanol was 

added so that the final concentration (by weight) was 30% Ultem®, 8% ethanol, and 62% 

NMP. The addition of ethanol to the concentrated polymer solution causes local phase 

separation in regions with high ethanol concentration. Therefore, after adding ethanol, the 

samples were placed back on the slow roller until the phase-separated material dissolved 
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and the sample was again optically transparent (typically 24 hours after the addition of 

ethanol). Samples were then used within 24 hours.  

 

2.2.2 Shear History Control 

In order to investigate the effect of shear history on dope microstructure, extra 

precautions had to be taken to ensure that samples had well defined shear histories. To 

achieve this, a linear actuator (Firgelli L12-S, Firgelli Technologies, Inc., Victoria BC, 

Canada) was used to control the syringe speed both during filling and discharging stages. 

A function generator (Agilent 33220A, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) provided 

the voltage signals needed to control the motion of the actuator. This set-up resulted in an 

accessible linear speed range of 1.2-4.1 mm/s for the syringe plunger. 

It should be noted that there are effectively two different wall shear rates associated 

with fluid flow through a syringe—one in the barrel (the main body of the syringe) and 

one within the narrower tip. The shear rates reported in this document represent those 

calculated for the syringe barrel, since that is where the majority of the total deformation 

occurs (for the syringes used, the total shear deformation experienced in the barrel is 

approximately 2.5 times the deformation in the tip).  Because these polymer solutions 

essentially behave as Newtonian fluids in the shear rate regime explored during syringe 

loading, the wall shear rate can be estimated using the equation below, which gives the 

wall (maximum) shear rate for a Newtonian fluid in a circular tube, where Q is the 

volumetric flow rate, and R the radius of the tube [107]: 

𝛾! =
!!
!!!

     (2.1)  
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The shear rate can alternatively be expressed in terms of the linear velocity of the 

syringe plunger, v: 

𝛾! =   
!!
!

      (2.2) 

 

2.2.3 Shear-SALS Experiments 

To probe the microstructure of the polymer solutions during shear, a small-angle light 

scattering (SALS) setup was installed on a stress-controlled rotational rheometer. The 

light scattering accessories and rheometer (MCR300) were purchased from Anton-Paar 

(Graz, Austria). A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 2.1. It consists of a rotating 

upper plate made of quartz (diameter 43 mm) and a stationary glass lower plate. A laser 

beam (λ = 658 nm) passes through the plates, sample, and focusing optics before being 

projected onto a screen. A CCD camera (LU135M, 1392x1040 pixels, Lumenera 

Corporation, Ottawa, Canada) was used to collect images of the projected scattering 

patterns via dedicated software (Lucam Recorder, Astrofactum, Munich, Germany) with 

a time-lapse capture rate of 0.5 frames per second. This SALS setup can probe scattering 

angles between 2.5° and 12°, which corresponds to a scattering vector range of 0.4-

2 µm-1.  

The shear rate varies across the radius of a rotating parallel plate geometry; it is zero 

at the center and maximum at the edge. The shear rates reported for all shear-SALS 

experiments in this study represent the values at the location where the laser passes 

through the sample, which is approximately 5 mm from the outer edge of the rotating 

upper plate. SALS experiments were conducted at a measuring gap of 0.6 mm. This 

height was chosen based on several experimental considerations, including a trade-off 
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between the desire to minimize the required sample volume, and the need to use a gap 

large enough so that pressure variations across the radius of the plate would not cause 

formation of vapor pockets that would interfere with scattering measurements (the 

pressure drop across the radius of a parallel plate measuring geometry scales as h-2, where 

h is the measuring gap).  

 
 

 
Figure 2.1   Shear-SALS setup. 

 
 
 

The experiments conducted in this setup, referred to hereafter as step-shear 

experiments, were designed to investigate how the shear history of a membrane dope (for 

example, flow conditions in the tubing between the pumps and spinneret) might affect its 

microstructure as it flows through the progressively smaller channels within a spinneret. 

In our experiments, variations in shear history were achieved by changing the rate at 

which samples were syringe-loaded into the rheometer; subsequent flow through the 

spinneret device was mimicked through a series of intervals at increasing shear rate in the 

rheometer.  
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Specifically, these step-shear experiments were conducted as follows: the linear 

actuator (supplied with the necessary voltage to achieve the desired linear speed and flow 

rate) was used to fill a syringe (Kendall Monoject 1-ml slip-tip syringe) to the necessary 

volume (0.87 ml). The sample was then discharged from the syringe onto the bottom 

measuring plate using the same linear speed that was used for filling. The top plate was 

slowly lowered to the measuring position and a series of six two-minute shear intervals 

was applied. The shear rates used are given in Table 2.1. The scattering pattern was 

recorded during this entire experiment. After shear stopped, additional images were taken 

to analyze the resulting microstructure in its relaxed, post-shear state.  

 

Table 2.1 Shear rate profile for step-shear experiments 
 
 
 

 
 

 

2.2.4 Extrusion Experiments 

In addition to the step-shear experiments, which were designed to monitor the 

microstructure of the liquid dope during shear, extrusion experiments were carried out 

with the objective of determining the effect of shear history on the micro-morphology of 

an extruded fiber after phase-separation in a non-solvent bath. In these experiments, shear 

history variations are again represented by changes in syringe loading rate. Extrusion 

through the spinneret is simulated here by extrusion through a needle attached to the 

syringe, into a non-solvent bath. The details of the extrusion experiments are as follows: 

first, a syringe (Kendall Monoject 1-ml Luer Lock tuberculin syringe, without needle) 

Time [min] 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10-12 

Shear rate [s-1] 0.08 0.8 4 8 16 24 
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was filled at a specified speed, which was varied with each experiment, as described for 

the step-shear experiments. After the syringe was filled, an 18G ½” needle was attached 

to the syringe and the solution was extruded directly into a 500 ml water bath at a fixed 

syringe plunger speed of 1.3 mm/s (the highest speed attainable with our actuator under 

these conditions, due to the large pressure drop created by the needle). The shear rate in 

the syringe needle at this extrusion speed is sufficiently high that a correction must be 

made for the non-Newtonian nature of the solution in order to calculate the wall shear 

rate associated with the extrusions. The corrected wall shear rate for a power law fluid 

through a circular tube is given by the equation below [107], where 𝛾!,!"". is the apparent 

wall shear rate (calculated using Equation 2.1 above), and n is the power law index of the 

fluid, which is 0.44 for the solution used here (data not shown).  

𝛾!,!"##. =
!!,!"".

!
3+ !

!
     (2.3)  

For a needle ID of 0.838 mm and a syringe plunger speed of 1.3 mm/s, a needle wall 

shear rate of approximately 500 s-1 is obtained. It should be noted that the plunger speed 

of 1.3 mm/s refers to the average linear velocity of the fluid in the syringe, which 

corresponds to a much larger velocity in the needle. After extrusion, the fibers were left 

in the water bath for one hour to complete the solvent removal and solidification, and 

then taken out and allowed to dry.  

The cross sections of each fiber were analyzed at three locations along the fiber using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To prepare the fibers for imaging, each was soaked 

in hexane for approximately one minute, placed in liquid nitrogen for another minute, and 

then snapped quickly using tweezers so that the cross sections could be observed. Fibers 

were sputter-coated with a gold coating of approximately 10 nm (Q150T, Quorum 
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Technologies, West Sussex, UK) and imaged using SEM (JSM-6400, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, 

Japan). The number of visible macrovoids was counted for each fiber. Because the entire 

cross section of the fiber was not visible in most cases, the number of visible macrovoids 

was normalized based on the visible fraction of the total fiber circumference to obtain the 

macrovoid count on a per-fiber basis. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

First, the results of the step-shear SALS studies will be discussed. Figure 2.2 presents 

a summary of the scattering patterns observed during these experiments. In this matrix, 

the rows represent experiments at different syringe loading shear rates, while the columns 

represent the various shear intervals in the rheometer. Each image in this figure displays 

the time-averaged scattering pattern over the entire two-minute shear interval (except for 

the images in the last column, which were obtained at rest after completion of the 

experiment). With one exception (the 2.0 s-1 case, bottom row, which will be discussed 

later), the scattering patterns in the first column are nearly identical to the pattern that is 

observed without a sample loaded in the rheometer; the lack of scattering at 0.08 s-1 

indicates that these samples were nearly homogeneous with undetectable concentration 

fluctuations. In the second interval (0.8 s-1), some samples remained at a relatively low 

intensity, while other ones began to show large, time-dependent intensity spikes that can 

be attributed to localized regions of inhomogeneous, demixed material passing under the 

laser; in the time-averaged images depicted in this matrix, these fluctuations appear as a 

slight overall increase in intensity. Figure 2.3 shows the average pattern intensity vs. time 

for each of these experiments. During the next three intervals, the samples underwent 
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further demixing, as indicated by the increase in the overall pattern intensity. Since 

scattering patterns are a Fourier-transform representation of the real-space structure, a 

reciprocal relationship exists between the features observed in the scattering pattern and 

the actual microstructure—that is, the observed elongation of the pattern in the vorticity 

(horizontal) direction can be interpreted as an elongation of the microstructure in the flow 

direction under the influence of the applied shear. By the last interval, full shear-induced 

demixing had occurred and the image intensity reached a steady value in all cases. After 

shear was stopped, the patterns returned to an isotropic shape as the microstructure 

relaxed, but the high intensity remained indicating that the shear-induced demixing did 

not reverse itself upon cessation of flow.  

 
 

Figure 2.2   SALS patterns recorded during step-shear experiments for seven different 
syringe-loading rates. The first six columns are time-averaged patterns for the entire two-
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minute shear interval. The last column contains images obtained after shear was stopped. 
The scale bar indicates a scattering vector of 1 µm-1. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.3   Intensity vs. time profiles for the step-shear experiments shown in 

Figure 2.2. For each experiment, the inset shows the average pattern for minutes 10-12. 
 
 

Although shear-induced demixing was eventually observed for all the syringe loading 

speeds that were explored, the fact that the final pattern varied significantly depending on 

syringe loading rate confirms that shear history does play a role. For some syringe rates 

(specifically 2.0 s-1 and 3.7 s-1), the images reached a much higher overall intensity, with 

the pattern extending to larger scattering angles. This suggests a phase-separated 

microstructure with smaller droplets. For the other five cases, the resulting pattern was 

noticeably smaller, indicating larger droplets. The upper data set in Figure 2.4 quantifies 
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this observed behavior: the average intensity of the resulting pattern after cessation of 

shear is plotted as a function of syringe shear rate. Alternatively, the pattern intensity 

during the 24 s-1 interval could have been plotted, since Figure 2.3 clearly shows that the 

demixing process had reached completion by that interval. However, interpretation of the 

scattering pattern is simpler without the added complication of anisotropy due to droplet 

stretching under shear. The intensities in Figure 2.4 are normalized by the average 

intensity with no sample loaded to account for slight variations in experimental settings 

and highlight the effect of shear history.  

The hypothesis concerning the shear history dependence can be explained as follows: 

for some loading rates, shear within the syringe causes localized demixing, resulting in 

samples that are ‘nucleated’ with small demixed regions that act as seeds for larger, 

detectable demixing in subsequent shear steps. The presence of these pre-demixed 

regions caused widespread demixing in the subsequent shear steps to occur earlier, at 

lower shear rates than in other samples. Also, they resulted in a larger number of smaller 

microstructural features (i.e., smaller droplets that give rise to a larger scattering pattern) 

as demixing progressed. Conversely, samples that remained homogeneous after loading, 

began to demix later in the shear series, and the absence of pre-nucleated regions resulted 

in a coarser structure with larger phase-separated droplets. It should be noted that the 

term ‘nucleate’ is used here not in the traditional thermodynamic sense (as in phase 

separation via nucleation and growth vs. spinodal decomposition). Rather, it is intended 

to refer to the fact that some syringe speeds cause early demixing, thereby giving the bulk 

solution an earlier start in the subsequent shear-induced demixing process.  
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As mentioned near the beginning of this section, the sample loaded using a syringe 

shear rate of 2.0 s-1 differed from the others in that the pattern already had an increased 

intensity at the start of the step-shear experiment, which was maintained for the entire 

duration of the first interval (see Figure 2.3). To interpret this observation, it must be 

pointed out that moisture from the surrounding air can cause phase separation in Ultem®-

NMP solutions. Samples loaded at a lower syringe shear rate were exposed to the air for a 

longer time during loading. Therefore, it is possible that in the 2.0 s-1 case, the slightly 

longer exposure to air during the loading process caused some local phase separation at 

the air-solution interface, which then resulted in accelerated flow-induced demixing in 

the step-shear experiment. However, it should be noted that this does not contradict the 

hypothesis that the presence of demixed regions at the beginning of a step-shear 

experiment results in earlier demixing and a larger final pattern; rather, it means that in 

the 2.0 s-1 case, it cannot safely be concluded whether the initially demixed regions were 

a result of demixing at the syringe walls (as is the case in the 3.7 s-1 experiment) or 

simply a result of air exposure. 

Based on the fact that moisture can cause phase separation, one might suspect that 

none of the demixing observed in the step-shear experiments is shear-induced, but rather 

a slow diffusion of moisture from the air into the sample (since, as shown in Figure 2.1, 

the sample is exposed to air at the perimeter of the parallel plates). In order to eliminate 

this possibility, a control experiment was performed in which a sample was loaded and 

sheared at 0.8 s-1 for 20 minutes. No demixing was observed (data not shown) during the 

entire experiment, indicating that the changes in scattering pattern observed during the 
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step-shear experiments were in fact shear-induced and not a result of exposure to the 

atmosphere at the sample edges. 

 
 

 

Figure 2.4   The upper data set shows the normalized SALS pattern intensity resulting 
from step-shear experiments conducted using seven different syringe speeds. The lower 

data show the macrovoid count from the corresponding extrusion experiments. 
 
 

While the shear history dependence described above might be of fundamental 

interest, it is of little practical importance without any knowledge of the accompanying 

microstructural effects for spun fibers. Therefore, it was crucial to explore these same 

shear histories in the context of fiber extrusion experiments. The lower data set in 

Figure 2.4 shows the results of the fiber analysis from these extrusions; fibers were 

snapped and imaged with SEM to count macrovoids. Error bars represent the maximum 

and minimum observed macrovoid count after analyzing fiber cross sections at three 

locations along each extruded fiber. When compared with the intensity measurements 

from the step-shear measurements, the results are quite striking.  As these data illustrate, 

the fiber extruded after being subjected to an initial loading shear rate of 3.7 s-1 contained 
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significantly more macrovoids than the other fibers. The dramatic difference in 

macrovoid formation between the fibers extruded after syringe shear rates of 3.7 and 

4.1 s-1 can be seen in Figure 2.5. Since 3.7 s-1 was also identified as a ‘nucleating’ shear 

rate in the shear-SALS experiments, this suggests that shear-induced demixing can cause, 

or at least contribute to, macrovoid formation.  

 
 

 
Figure 2.5   SEM images illustrating the effect of shear history on macrovoid formation; 
the fibers were extruded after filling syringes with shear rates of (a) 4.1 s-1 and (b) 3.7 s-1. 

 
 

A closer examination of the length scales probed in these two sets of experiments can 

provide a better understanding of the link between shear-induced demixing and 

macrovoid formation. The SALS patterns that were observed after demixing had occurred 

in the shear-step experiments indicated microstructural length scales on the order of 

10 µm, which is the same length scale over which macrovoids are observed. Hence, it 

seems logical that the two phenomena would be related. This is also consistent with the 

view of many membrane researchers who believe macrovoid formation to be a result of 

inhomogeneous phase separation. These results strongly suggest that shear-induced 

demixing could be a source of the inhomogeneities, and hence of the macrovoids.  
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In order to further support the conclusion that some shear rates promote demixing 

while others do not, a set of experiments was designed to test whether the effect of 

‘nucleating’ a sample during loading could be removed by shearing it at a shear rate 

identified as a ‘mixing’ or ‘one-phase’ shear rate after loading was completed. Figure 2.6 

shows the intensity vs. time profiles for this set of experiments. The first case represents a 

sample that was loaded using a shear rate known to cause syringe demixing (3.7 s-1) and 

then measured immediately using the same step-shear series described in Table 2.1. As 

expected, this sample displayed a large, intense scattering pattern that is characteristic of 

a sample that was already partially demixed at the start of the experiment. In the other 

experiment, a sample was loaded into the measuring cell using the same nucleating 

syringe rate, but then sheared for 20 minutes at 0.8 s-1 prior to the step-shear experiment. 

This pre-shear rate of 0.8 s-1 was chosen because it did not induce demixing during the 

original step-shear experiments shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. In comparison to the 

sample that was exposed to step-shear immediately, the pattern that developed in the pre-

sheared sample was more characteristic of a sample that had not been nucleated. That is, 

compared to the sample without pre-shear, it had fewer intensity spikes during the 0.8 

and 4 s-1 intervals, and the average intensity of the pattern at the end of the experiment 

was reduced significantly. This suggests that the ‘mixing’ interval removed, or at least 

diminished, the early demixing that occurred in the syringe. 
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Figure 2.6   Image intensity as a function of time for two step-shear experiments. One 

was loaded using a ‘nucleating’ syringe rate and immediately thereafter was subjected to 
the shear-step profile described in Table 2.1 (blue line). The other (red line) was loaded at 

the same nucleating shear rate, sheared at a ‘mixing’ shear rate of 0.8 s-1 for 20 minutes 
and then subjected to the same step-shear profile. The beginning of the step-shear portion 

of the experiment corresponds to t = 0 s. 
 
 

The fact that demixing and macrovoid formation were found to depend so strongly on 

subtle changes in shear history is especially noteworthy when compared with a typical 

laboratory spinning operation. For example, if ¼-inch tubing is used at the syringe pump 

outlet, typical lab-scale dope flow rates of 100-300 ml/hr result in shear rates of 

approximately 1-4 s-1 in the tubing. In the experiments presented here, the demixing 

behavior observed in SALS experiments and macrovoid formation in extruded fibers 

were both found to depend heavily on shear history in this range of shear rates. The 

striking implication is that seemingly unimportant aspects of the spinning process—such 

as supply tubing sizes—might be promoting macrovoid formation. These results further 

show that if this dope were being used to spin fibers, a shear rate of 3.7 s-1 in the early 

stages of the spinning process would promote early demixing and result in a more 
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defective final product, whereas a slight increase or decrease in shear rate would suppress 

premature demixing and hence, macrovoid formation.  

The significance of 3.7 s-1 in these experimental results is not entirely understood. 

One might expect to observe this anomalous behavior near a shear rate of τc-1, where τc is 

the characteristic relaxation time of the polymer and τc-1 the shear rate at which shear 

thinning begins. Although the onset of shear thinning in these solutions occurs around 

10 s-1, it is conceivable that shear stresses could begin to affect local concentration 

fluctuations even at shear rates below this. The most likely explanation lies in the relative 

magnitudes of the competing forces affecting concentration fluctuations; that is, the 

tendency of shear stresses to amplify them, and the osmotic and convective forces that 

seek to restore homogeneity. 

A discussion of macrovoids in hollow fiber spinning would be incomplete without 

mentioning the importance of elongational stresses, which have been shown to be 

extremely effective in reducing defects [22]. Although no elongational stresses were 

employed in the extrusion experiments presented here, the current results are still useful 

for several reasons. First, they provide insight into why macrovoids form, which has been 

a topic of debate for some time. Secondly, even though elongational stresses have been 

shown to reduce defects, the underlying mechanism for this improvement is not well 

understood; these results provide some insight regarding this phenomenon. Consider the 

following scenario: assume that shear has caused a dope solution to become demixed 

near the channel walls within the spinneret, creating a second phase consisting of micron-

sized droplets. Without elongational stresses, these droplets would certainly cause phase 

separation in the quench bath to proceed inhomogeneously, resulting in macrovoid 
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defects. Alternatively, if the fiber is aggressively stretched in the air gap, the droplets will 

become elongated along with the rest of the fiber, significantly reducing their dimension 

along the radial dimension of the fiber, i.e., the relevant direction along which the phase 

separation front travels. One can imagine that if the size of the droplet phase is reduced 

sufficiently, it will no longer disrupt the homogeneity of the phase separation process, 

resulting in a reduction or elimination of defects. 

Of course, these results are not intended to suggest that the exact shear history 

dependence outlined here should be used as a guideline for spinning, as this dependence 

undoubtedly depends on dope composition, temperature, and other parameters. Rather, 

they are simply intended to highlight the fact that in some cases, the presence of 

seemingly inconsequential shear processes could be negatively affecting fiber 

microstructure. Furthermore, in systems where traditional macrovoid suppression 

techniques have proven unsuccessful, the effect of shear history should be considered. 

For example, one could change the upstream flow conditions by changing the diameter of 

the tubing through which the dope is pumped to test whether this reduces defect 

formation. 

It is important to note that no significant variations in sample viscosity were observed 

for the various shear experiments reported here, either during the step-shear experiments 

conducted in the SALS setup, or in corresponding measurements conducted using a 

traditional concentric-cylinder measuring geometry. This is not entirely surprising, since 

the phase-separated system would be expected to possess emulsion-like behavior. In such 

a system, the bulk viscosity as measured by the rheometer is close to that of the 

continuous phase if any of the following conditions apply: low-viscosity droplets, a small 
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volume fraction of droplets, or a low surface tension between the phases; all of these are 

possible in this system [8].  

 

2.4 Conclusions 

SALS has been used to confirm that shear-induced demixing does in fact occur in 

solutions of Ultem®, NMP, and ethanol, which is not surprising considering the inherent 

thermodynamic instability created by the relatively high ethanol concentration. 

Furthermore, by varying the rate at which samples were syringed before our SALS 

experiments, it is found that shear-induced demixing depends not only on the 

instantaneous applied shear rate, but also on subtle changes in shear history. Extrusion 

experiments were used to show that subtle variations in shear history can dramatically 

affect the formation of macrovoids in solidified fibers. This indicates that demixing is 

closely connected to macrovoid formation, and that adjusting shear conditions in the 

initial stages of membrane spinning could help suppress macrovoids. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

SHEAR-INDUCED AGGREGATION AND VORTICITY ORIENTATION2 
 
 
 

3.1 Introduction 

In recent decades, rheologists have become increasingly interested in the 

microstructural effects that non-Newtonian suspending media can have on dispersed 

particulates [57, 60, 108, 109]. In addition to being of importance for our fundamental 

understanding of non-Newtonian fluid mechanics, many industrially relevant materials 

consist of particles suspended in complex fluids [12, 73-75, 110, 111]. These materials 

can be subjected to a wide range of flow conditions during processing and consumption, 

and their properties and performance depend heavily on internal microstructure. This 

provides a strong motivation for understanding the effects of flow on the underlying 

particle microstructure.  

In previous studies, two particular types of shear-induced structure evolution have 

been observed, which were discussed Chapter 1. The first is the formation of long, many-

particle strings or bundles that are oriented parallel to the flow direction. These shear-

induced strings were first reported by Michele and co-workers [19], and have since been 

studied further by other researchers [59, 67-69, 112]. Although the exact criteria for 

string formation are not entirely understood, it seems to require that the suspending 

                                                                                                                                              

2 The contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication as: E. C. Peterson and V. Breedveld, 
Shear-induced vorticity structures in dilute suspensions of silica particles in a concentrated polymer 
solution. 
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medium be both elastic and shear thinning, as the behavior has been shown to be absent 

in Boger fluids [67, 69]. 

The second relevant type of microstructure in suspensions is a vorticity orientation, in 

which aggregates of particles exhibit an orientation perpendicular to shear in the shear-

vorticity plane. DeGroot and co-workers observed this phenomenon, finding a two-lobed, 

butterfly type scattering pattern in the shear-vorticity plane for a sheared suspension of 

colloidal silica in a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer melt [72]. They concluded 

that polymer bridging caused their particles to form flocs, which then oriented along the 

vorticity axis. Another example of vorticity orientation was described by Pasquino et al. 

[68], who studied the shear-induced structure of polystyrene (PS) spheres in a shear-

thinning solution of hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC). In their experiments, which involved 

particles of diameter 1.2-2.8 µm, the smallest particles were found to form short, isolated 

strings (2-3 particles) that obtained a vorticity orientation at shear rates below the shear-

thinning regime of the suspending fluid.  

There have also been reports of vorticity-oriented structures in suspensions in which 

the continuous phase was a Newtonian fluid, but these cases generally involve a 

dispersed phase with its own complex characteristics, such as colloidal gels of attractive 

particles [113-115], suspensions of multi-walled nanotubes [116], and attractive 

emulsions [117]. However, we are primarily interested in hard-sphere suspensions, which 

would not exhibit any flow-induced anisotropy in the absence of viscoelasticity in the 

suspending fluid.  

The aim of this chapter was to investigate the role of normal forces and shear thinning 

on the aggregation and orientation of colloidal silica spheres (diameter 0.5 µm) in a 
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mildly shear-thinning polymer solution by using small-angle light scattering under shear 

(shear-SALS). In order to better understand the role of shear thinning in the formation of 

shear-induced structure, we also investigated the evolution of the shear-induced 

structures under shear conditions within the Newtonian regime of the polymer solution 

and with a Boger fluid as the suspending fluid. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Sample Preparation 

Most of the experiments in this report were carried out using suspensions containing 

spherical silica particles (500 nm diameter ±100 nm; Alfa Aesar) dispersed in solutions 

of 30 wt.% Ultem® polymer, 62 wt.% n-methylpyrrolidone (NMP; Sigma Aldrich), and 

8 wt.% ethanol. Ultem® is a polyetherimide (molecular weight 54000 g/mol) and was 

provided by SABIC Innovative Plastics (Pittsfield, Massachusetts). This particular 

polymer is used to produce hollow fiber membranes, which are used for industrial gas 

separations [10]. The membranes often include dispersed inorganic particles, so there is a 

strong motivation to study particle behavior in Ultem® solutions. NMP is a good solvent 

for Ultem®, while ethanol is a non-solvent. The primary purpose for including ethanol 

was to lower the refractive index of the solution so that it is slightly closer to that of the 

dispersed silica particles. This reduces the turbidity of the suspension, and allows more 

light to reach the detector, so that anisotropic scattering features could be detected more 

easily. The presence of ethanol also reduces the solvent quality, thereby slightly 

increasing the viscosity and normal force characteristics of the solution relative to 

systems not containing ethanol. Although the results we report here were obtained using 
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the three-component solution (i.e., with ethanol), we performed many of the same 

experiments using samples without ethanol. For these experiments, similar trends 

regarding structure formation were observed, but the overall scattering intensity was 

reduced. In most cases, a particle concentration of 5.0 wt.% was used; however, in one 

case, a 0.50 wt.% suspension was measured to study the effect of particle concentration.  

Samples were prepared by first adding the required amount of dry silica particles to 

NMP. To ensure that the particles were well dispersed, the mixture was homogenized 

using an ultrasonic homogenizer (Biologics Inc., 150VT with micro-tip) for 15 minutes. 

After that, approximately one-third of the required amount of Ultem® powder was added 

to stabilize the particles against aggregation. This mixture was placed on a slow-rolling 

mixer for 20 minutes, after which the remaining Ultem® powder and the necessary 

amount of ethanol were added. Samples were then placed back on the roller for two days 

to allow the polymer to completely dissolve.  

We also studied particles suspended in a Boger fluid similar to one of the fluids used 

by Scirocco et al. [67]. This suspension contained 5.0 wt.% silica particles suspended in a 

solution of 0.100 wt% polyisobutene (Oppanol® B 100, Mv~1.1x106 g/mol, provided by 

BASF) in polybutene (Sigma Aldrich, Mn~920 g/mol). Oppanol® was first dissolved in 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) and then added to the polybutene. Particles were sonicated 

separately in THF, and then added to the Oppanol®/polybutene solution. Finally, the 

THF was evaporated using a heating bath and Schlenk line with continuous stirring.  
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3.2.2 Rheology & Shear-SALS Experiments 

The viscosities and first normal stress differences for the suspending media were 

measured using a rotational rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 300) equipped with a cone-and-

plate geometry (diameter 25 mm, cone angle 2°). Since water is a strong non-solvent for 

Ultem®, a nitrogen purge was applied during these experiments in order to prevent 

moisture in the air from causing phase separation at the sample edges. 

The shear-SALS setup used in our experiments was purchased from Anton Paar, and 

is used in conjunction with the MCR 300 rotational rheometer. It employs a parallel plate 

measuring system in which the upper plate (diameter 43 mm) is made of quartz and the 

bottom plate is made of glass to facilitate light scattering. Light from a laser (λ = 658 nm) 

is passed through the sample and the scattered light is projected on a screen below. The 

scattering patterns were recorded using a CCD camera (LU135M, 1392x1040 pixels, 

Lumenera Corporation, Ottawa, Canada) and dedicated image acquisition software 

(Lucam Recorder, Astrofactum, Munich, Germany). The setup provides access to a 

limited range of scattering angles of 2.5° ≤ θ ≤ 12°, which corresponds to a scattering 

vector range of 0.4 ≤ q ≤ 2 µm-1. Because the shear rate in any parallel disk measuring 

system varies along the radial direction, in the rest of this paper we refer to the shear rate 

at the location where the laser passes through the sample, which is ca. 5 mm from the 

outer edge of the plate. 

Before each experiment, a one-minute pre-shear interval at a shear rate of 0.3 s-1 was 

applied to remove any sample anisotropy caused by the loading process. Subsequently, 

the samples were subjected to a two-step shear protocol: a ‘structure formation’ interval, 

followed by a ‘recovery’ interval. Interval 1, the structure formation interval, consisted of 
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1800 units of strain at variable shear rate (and therefore, for various lengths of time). 

Interval 2, the recovery interval, consisted of 10 minutes of shear at a fixed shear rate of 

0.3 s-1 (180 strain units). Interval 2 was used to monitor the low-shear evolution of 

microstructural features that were created during Interval 1. 

 

3.2.3 SALS Pattern Analysis 

Semi-quantitative analysis of microstructural features contained in structure-forming 

systems like the ones studied here can be carried out by using an alignment factor, Af, 

defined as follows by Walker et al. [118]: 

Af(q) = 
! !,! !"# !! !"!!

!

! !,! !"!!
!

     (3.1) 

In this equation, I is the scattered intensity, q is the scattering vector, and φ is the 

azimuthal angle. The flow direction is defined as φ = 0, making the alignment factor 

negative for flow-aligned structures and positive for vorticity-oriented structures. Note 

that a flow-aligned structure results in a scattering pattern with enhanced intensity in the 

vorticity direction, and vice versa. For our image analysis, we calculated Af for each 

image at 60 values of q that were evenly spaced over the entire range; we then calculated 

an average value, Af,ave., for each image. In some specific cases, however, the q-

dependence provided additional useful insights.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Viscosity and First Normal Stress Difference 

Figure 3.1 shows the flow curves for the Ultem® solution and Boger fluid used in our 

experiments. At shear rates above 10 s-1, the Ultem® solution displayed measureable 
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values of N1, the first normal stress difference. For the Boger fluid, N1 is larger and 

becomes detectable at a lower shear rate compared to the Ultem® solution.  

 
 

 
Figure 3.1   Viscosity (open symbols; left vertical axis) and N1 (closed symbols; right 

axis) for the Ultem® solution (triangles) and Boger fluid (circles). The arrows labeled a, 
b, c, and d indicate the four shear rates that were used during Interval 1 for the 

experiments discussed in Section 3.3.2.1. 
 
 
 

3.3.2 Shear-SALS  

3.3.2.1 Effect of Structure Formation Shear Rate 

The first set of shear-SALS experiments was intended to analyze the microstructure 

that developed for silica-Ultem® suspensions at four different structure formation 

(Interval 1) shear rates, as well as the evolution of that structure during a subsequent low-

shear recovery interval (Interval 2). For these experiments, we used a 5.0 wt.% 

suspension of silica dispersed in the Ultem®/NMP/ethanol solution described above. An 

Interval 1 shear rate of 0.5 s-1 was used to see whether particles would form shear-

induced structures under strictly Newtonian conditions. In three other experiments, shear 

rates of 3, 30, and 60 s-1 were used during Interval 1 to measure the microstructure at 
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shear rates approaching or within the shear-thinning regime. In all cases, the structure 

formation interval consisted of 1800 strain units, and the shear rate during the recovery 

interval was fixed at 0.3 s-1 (applied for 10 minutes or 180 strain units).  

Plots of the average alignment factor, Af,ave., as a function of time for each of these 

experiments are presented in Figure 3.2. First, we will discuss the results observed for the 

experiment in which the Interval 1 shear rate was 0.5 s-1 (see Figure 3.2(a)). In this case, 

Af,ave. began at a negative value, indicating some degree of flow-oriented structure in the 

system. The alignment factor then increased until a plateau value of approximately -0.004 

was reached. This initial behavior is likely due to the fact that some aggregation was 

present at the start of the experiment; during the loading process or the pre-shear interval, 

these aggregates became oriented in the flow direction before being slowly broken apart 

by shear forces. When the recovery interval began (at t = 60 min), Af,ave. dipped slightly 

before reaching a final value near -0.005.  

In the second experiment, the Interval 1 shear rate was 3 s-1 (Figure 3.2(b)). The 

alignment factor in this case also began at a negative value—again indicating that some 

pre-existing particle aggregates were initially oriented in the shear direction. Af,ave. then 

increased to a positive value (approximately 0.004). (Note that the periodic dips in Af,ave. 

seen in this interval correspond exactly to the rotational period associated with this shear 

rate, and were likely caused by a small bubble or dust particle periodically passing under 

the laser beam.) At the start of Interval 2 (at t = 10 min), Af,ave. sharply decreased to a 

minimum value near -0.02 before increasing again. Two features in this experiment 

distinguish it from the previously discussed 0.5 s-1 case: the slightly positive value of 

Af,ave. during Interval 1, and the  distinct “dip” in Af,ave. during Interval 2. The positive 
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Af,ave. values represent a slightly vorticity-oriented structure; the subsequent dip represents 

a transition to a flow-oriented structure, followed by a gradual transition back toward 

isotropy.  A discussion of this result will be provided after the 30 s-1 and 60 s-1 profiles 

are examined.  

 
 

 
Figure 3.2   Evolution of alignment factor Af,ave. for four different Interval 1 shear rates. 
In the SALS image insets, the vertical direction represents the flow (x) direction, and the 
horizontal direction is the vorticity (z) direction. The shaded regions represent Interval 1. 

 
 

The third case used an Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1. As the flow curve indicates (see 

Figure 3.1), the solution exhibits measurable normal forces at this shear rate and is 

beginning to display some shear thinning. Consequently, we see these non-Newtonian 

effects becoming apparent in the measured Af,ave. profile, which is shown in Figure 3.2(c). 
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Interval 1 began with a negative Af,ave. value, as in the previously discussed cases. Then, it 

began to exhibit noisy fluctuations around zero as a streak-like feature appeared along the 

z-direction of the scattering pattern. We have observed this pattern previously in solutions 

of Ultem®, NMP, and ethanol without suspended particles [119]. It is a result of shear-

enhanced polymer concentration fluctuations in the suspending fluid; these fluctuations 

will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2.3. For now, we will focus on structure 

formation in the particle phase, and will therefore ignore the fluctuating values of Af,ave. 

during Interval 1 of this experiment. As expected based on prior studies, the streak-like 

feature associated with anisotropy in the polymer phase disappeared at the beginning of 

the second, low-shear interval, so that the evolution of the particle structure can be 

observed without interference during Interval 2.  

At the beginning of Interval 2 of this experiment (at t = 1 min), the scattering pattern 

exhibited a distinct, two-lobe butterfly pattern, with a positive value of Af,ave., indicating 

that the shear conditions during the structure formation interval left the particles in an 

aggregated, vorticity-oriented state. The maximum value of Af,ave. observed in this 

experiment was approximately 0.02 (significantly higher than the maximum observed 

Af,ave. for the 3 s-1 case). As the recovery interval progressed, the ‘wings’ of the butterfly 

pattern gradually collapsed into an ellipsoidal shape. This transition from positive to 

negative values of the alignment factor represents the rotation of the initially vorticity-

oriented particle aggregates towards an orientation along the flow direction. After 

reaching a minimum value around -0.03, Af,ave. then began increasing again. The increase 

toward Af,ave. = 0 indicates a transition to a more isotropic structure. There are two ways 

that oriented aggregates could return to isotropy: the aggregates could become randomly 
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oriented, or they could be broken apart into their primary components. Since the high 

viscosity of the polymer solution should not allow aggregates to become randomly 

oriented via Brownian diffusion (a hypothesis that will be confirmed in Section 3.3.2.2), 

we can interpret this return to isotropy to mean that aggregates are being broken apart. 

The last experiment in this series (Figure 3.2(d)) used a structure formation shear rate 

of 60 s-1 to determine the microstructural consequences of further enhancing the non-

Newtonian characteristics of the continuous phase. In this case, we found similar 

behavior to that of the 30 s-1 experiment, except that no streak along the vorticity 

direction was observed during Interval 1. Based on this, we can conclude that either there 

was no enhancement of concentration fluctuations in the polymer solution phase, or that 

the length scales associated with the fluctuations were outside the range explored by our 

scattering equipment. Instead, the pattern during the structure formation interval yielded a 

slightly positive alignment factor, once loading effects had been erased. Like the 30 s-1 

case, a butterfly pattern appeared immediately at the beginning of Interval 2 (at t = 0.5 

min). The average alignment factor for the butterfly pattern observed in this case was 

only slightly higher than that observed in the 30 s-1 experiment. However, there are some 

noteworthy differences between the two patterns. First, as we can see from the insets in 

Figures 3.2(c) and 3.2(d), the butterfly pattern in the 60 s-1 case was slightly smaller, with 

a reduced overall intensity. We can see this more clearly in a more detailed comparison 

of intensity as a function of q for the two images, shown in Figure 3.3 for two different 

azimuthal angles ϕ. The shift to smaller scattering vectors at higher shear rate can be 

interpreted as representing larger real-space features—that is, the aggregates or clusters 

that formed in the 60 s-1 experiment were likely larger than those formed at 30 s-1. Note 
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that the intensities observed in the 30 s-1 pattern at low angles were sufficiently large to 

saturate the detector (resulting in a plateau at small q), while the 60 s-1 pattern did not 

exhibit this saturation. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.3   Intensity vs. q for the butterfly patterns observed at the beginning of Interval 

2, for the 30 and 60 s-1 experiments. The black lines represent the profiles for the 30 s-1 

experiment, while the gray lines are from the 60 s-1 experiment. The butterfly pattern 
observed in the 30 s-1 case was larger, resulting in larger intensities over the entire q 

range.  
 
 
 

Let us now revisit the dip in Af,ave. that was observed during the recovery interval of 

the 3 s-1 experiment. Although there was no distinct butterfly pattern observed, as was the 

case for the 30 and 60 s-1 experiments, the recovery behavior is very similar for all three 

of these experiments. This indicates that even at 3 s-1, some vorticity structure was 

formed, which then exhibited the same characteristic recovery behavior: rotation towards 

the flow orientation, followed by a transition back to an isotropic distribution. Although 

3 s-1 seems to be within the Newtonian regime for this solution according to the flow 

curve, the local shear rates experienced by the fluid between neighboring particles is 

known to be greater than the nominally applied bulk shear rate. Consequently, particles 
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may begin to experience non-Newtonian effects at nominal shear rates lower than one 

might expect by simply examining the flow curve.     

The results described thus far can be summarized as follows: for very low Interval 1 

shear rates, no detectable microstructure is formed; Interval 1 shear rates approaching or 

within the shear-thinning regime result in vorticity-oriented aggregates that, during the 

recovery interval, first rotate to a flow orientation before getting redistributed by shear. 

To summarize and highlight the differences in microstructure that are generated by the 

various Interval 1 conditions, the recovery (Interval 2) behavior for all four cases has 

been assembled in a single graph in Figure 3.4(a). For the 0.5 s-1 case, Af,ave. remains 

essentially flat, as no non-Newtonian characteristics were present to induce any structure. 

For the other three cases, we see two trends. First, higher Interval 1 shear rates caused the 

minimum value of Af,ave. to be more negative. Secondly, higher Interval 1 shear rates 

caused the minima in Af,ave. to occur later, relative to the start of the recovery interval. 

This can be explained by fact that enhanced normal forces caused larger vorticity-

oriented structures, which then take longer to rotate to their intermediate flow orientation. 

Figure 3.4(b) shows a sketch of the structural features observed during the recovery 

interval: first, a vorticity orientation, followed by a flow orientation and isotropic 

structure.   
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Figure 3.4   (a) Comparison of Af,ave. during the recovery interval for four different 

Interval 1 shear rates. In all cases, the recovery shear rate was 0.3 s-1; (b) sketch 
illustrating the transition from vorticity to flow orientation, followed by an isotropic 

structure. 
 
 

Since reports of vorticity structures are relatively rare, we feel that it is informative to 

make a few specific comparisons between these results and some past observations, so 

that a more generalized understanding of this behavior can be achieved. First, we would 

like to briefly comment on particle size effects. In the studies by Pasquino et al., vorticity 

orientation was observed only for the smallest particles investigated, while larger 

particles exhibited only flow-oriented structures. Our observation of vorticity-oriented 

aggregates is in qualitative agreement with this, in that our particles (0.5 µm) are smaller 

than the smallest particles they studied (1.2 µm). The vorticity structures observed by 

DeGroot and co-workers involved particles that were even smaller (50 nm). These 

observations suggest that, in general, vorticity orientations are preferred for small 
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particles, while flow-oriented strings are preferred for large particles; this transition 

seems to occur around a particle diameter of 1 µm. The 1.2 µm particles in the Pasquino 

study exhibited both orientations depending on the shear rate, suggesting that for particles 

close to this transition size, there is an additional transition with regards to shear rate. 

That is, vorticity orientations are preferred at low shear rates, and flow orientations are 

preferred at higher shear rates.  

We would also like to briefly discuss our findings regarding the shear rates required 

for the formation of vorticity structures. Pasquino et al. found vorticity orientation in their 

suspensions at shear rates below the onset of shear thinning, while shear thinning caused 

the vorticity-oriented aggregates to flip to a flow-orientation, followed by migration 

toward the shearing surface where they grew into larger, flow-oriented structures. In our 

case, the lowest shear rate explored was well below the shear-thinning regime of the 

continuous phase, and did not produce any vorticity-oriented structures. Larger shear 

rates that were approaching or within the shear-thinning regime did result in vorticity 

structures. Based on these observations, it is likely that the vorticity orientation observed 

by Pasquino et al. at the lowest shear rate explored was actually due to non-Newtonian 

effects, despite the fact that the shear rate was seemingly below the onset of shear 

thinning.   

A brief discussion of gap size effects is also necessary. The gap size we used (600 

µm) was relatively large compared to the particle size. Because we were mainly 

concerned with structure formation in the bulk, we did not perform experiments at 

smaller gap sizes. Therefore, the fact that we did not observe the scattering signatures of 

flow-oriented string formation at the walls should not be interpreted to mean that this 
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phenomenon was not present, since these surface phenomena are typically only detected 

at relatively small gap sizes.  

It is worth pointing out that our experiments did not include direct imaging via light 

microscopy; imaging these suspensions is difficult due to the small particle size and the 

similar refractive indices of silica and NMP. However, by comparing our observed 

scattering patterns to previously published studies that include both light scattering and 

microscopy data, we can gain valuable insight regarding the structures that form in our 

own suspensions. For example, the patterns that were only slightly elongated along the 

flow direction (like the one shown in Figure 3.2(b) for Interval 1) are similar to those 

observed by Pasquino et al. , which were the result of a microstructure containing short, 

isolated, vorticity-oriented strings. The butterfly patterns shown in Figures 3.2(c) and 

3.2(d), on the other hand, are similar to the patterns observed by DeGroot and co-

workers. The optical images associated with those patterns revealed a microstructure with 

more pronounced aggregation and a more widespread vorticity orientation. The fact that a 

more strongly aggregated and aligned structure would form at larger shear rates is not 

surprising, and is consistent with the fact that we see a more dramatic recovery behavior 

for these cases in Interval 2. 

 

3.3.2.2 Effect of Recovery Shear Conditions 

To better understand the low-shear recovery behavior described in Section 3.3.2.1, a 

second series of experiments was conducted in which we varied the shear conditions used 

in Interval 2. For these experiments, a fixed Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1 was used. The 

results of these experiments are summarized in Figure 3.5, with the previously discussed 
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result (see Figure 3.2(c)) shown for comparison. In one experiment, the Interval 2 shear 

rate was changed to 0.6 s-1, twice the rate used in the original case. As expected, this 

results in a faster transition to a flow-oriented structure and subsequent return to isotropy. 

Specifically, the minimum in Af,ave. occurred approximately 122 seconds after the start of 

Interval 2 for an Interval 2 shear rate of 0.3 s-1, and 63 seconds into Interval 2 when a 

shear rate of 0.6 s-1 was used. This confirms, as one would expect, that the low-shear 

redistribution of the vorticity-oriented aggregates is largely strain-controlled.  To further 

illustrate this, the inset of Figure 3.5 shows each result plotted as a function of strain, 

rather than time. 

Another experiment introduced a shear reversal for Interval 2. That is, instead of 

applying a shear rate of 0.3 s-1 in the same direction as used for Interval 1, we applied 

shear in the opposite direction. This resulted in a temporary enhancement of Af,ave. at the 

beginning of Interval 2. The alignment factor increased for a short period before reaching 

a maximum, then decreased and exhibited similar behavior to the original experiment. In 

the inset of Figure 3.5, we can see that this result mirrors the result of the original 

recovery, albeit with a slight shift to the right (that is, to later times). This illustrates, as 

one would expect, that shear in the opposite direction eventually has the same effect of 

rearranging the particles to an isotropic distribution. The delay associated with this shear 

reversal case corresponds to approximately 45 seconds, or a strain of 13.5. This initial 

time delay is due to the fact that the flow reversal interrupts the particle-particle 

interactions that occurred in the original flow direction, and the particle interactions must 

be reestablished in the opposite direction. A strain of order 10 seems reasonable for the 

delay associated with reversal of direction [120]. The origin of the maximum in Af,ave. at 
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the beginning of Interval 2 is not entirely understood; our best hypothesis is that polymer 

recoil effects associated with the shear reversal could temporarily enhance the vorticity 

orientation of the aggregates.  

In a third experiment, we imposed a 3-minute rest period before applying the 

Interval 2 shear rate of 0.3 s-1, in order to confirm that Brownian diffusion was not the 

source of particle rearrangement. During this test, Af,ave. remained constant during the 

entire rest period. When shear was applied after the rest period, the structure evolution 

was nearly identical to the case without rest period; when plotted versus strain, this case 

is nearly indistinguishable from the original result. This result confirms that particles do 

not lose their shear-induced vorticity-oriented microstructure through diffusion, which is 

consistent with predictions of diffusion timescales in such a highly viscous suspending 

fluid (the time required for a particle to diffuse a distance equal to its own radius in this 

fluid is approximately 1.2 hours). This is an important deviation from the observations by 

DeGroot et al. In their work, vorticity-oriented aggregates quickly returned to isotropy 

when shear was stopped, which they hypothesized was due to elastic energy stored in 

particle flocs. We do not observe such behavior in our suspensions, indicating that our 

particle aggregates do not possess such elasticity. This is likely due to the fact that the 

particles studied by DeGroot were much smaller in size (50 nm). Particles of this size are 

much more likely to form aggregates with long-range connectivity, which can then result 

in elasticity.  
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Figure 3.5   Af,ave. as a function of time for experiments in which Interval 2 conditions 

were varied. The inset shows Af,ave. as a function of total deformation. 
 
 
 

3.3.2.3 Shear-Enhanced Concentration Fluctuations & Their Effect on Particle Structure 

We would now like to discuss the shear-enhanced concentration fluctuations 

mentioned in Section 3.3.2.1. In that section, we explained that shear-enhanced 

concentration fluctuations occurred in the polymer phase of the suspension at a shear rate 

of 30 s-1, causing the alignment factor to exhibit noisy oscillations between negative and 

positive values during Interval 1 of that experiment. As we explained previously, the 

positive values of Af,ave. were attributed to the underlying vorticity-oriented particle 

structure. The negative values are associated with the shear-enhanced concentration 

fluctuations in the polymer solution. The reason that the fluctuations cause a negative 

value of Af,ave. is that the inhomogeneous regions within the polymer solution become 

elongated in the flow direction due to shear forces. The two left-most insets of 
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Figure 3.2(c) show examples of the patterns that were observed during Interval 1 of that 

experiment—one in which the average value of Af was negative, and one in which it was 

positive. Despite the fact that the two images have Af,ave. values with opposite signs, they 

actually exhibit quite similar lemon-like shapes; the first one has slightly more 

pronounced intensity across the horizontal direction, causing the average value of Af to be 

negative. To illustrate this more clearly, we have calculated Af as a function of q for these 

two images, and the result of that analysis is shown in Figure 3.6. In both cases, we can 

see that Af is negative for small q values and positive for large q. The negative values of 

Af at small q are due to the aforementioned shear-enhanced concentration fluctuations in 

the continuous phase; the positive values of Af observed at large q are due to particle 

clusters oriented along the vorticity axis. The contribution from the polymer phase tends 

to be noisier, causing fluctuations in the average alignment factor. When the shear rate is 

reduced at the beginning of the recovery interval, shear forces are no longer strong 

enough to enhance the fluctuations along the flow direction, so the anisotropy associated 

with this feature disappears. 
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Figure 3.6   Alignment factor as a function of scattering vector for two representative 

patterns obtained during Interval 1 of the experiment shown in Figure 3.2(c) (Interval 1 
shear rate = 30 s-1); these images demonstrate the effect of shear-enhanced concentration 
fluctuations in the continuous phase on the average alignment factor, which accounts for 

the noise observed in the first minute of the experiment. 
 
 

Interestingly, these fluctuations in the continuous phase did not always occur at a 

shear rate of 30 s-1. In a separate repetition of exactly the same experiment (5 wt.% 

suspension; Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1), there was no indication of demixing in the 

polymer solution phase, and Af,ave. remained positive during Interval 1 (similar to the 

Interval 1 behavior observed at a shear rate of 60 s-1). The observation of these two 

distinct Interval 1 behaviors allows us to conclude whether the concentration fluctuations 

have any effect on the particle structure that forms. Figure 3.7 shows a direct comparison 

of the first two minutes of both 30 s-1 experiments. Note that essentially the same 

vorticity orientation and reorientation behavior are found at the beginning of Interval 2, 

despite the deviations in scattering anisotropy during Interval 1. This result confirms that 

shear-enhanced concentration fluctuations in the polymer solution have little effect on the 

shear-induced structure of the particles. Although we do not entirely understand the 
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mechanisms that govern shear-enhanced concentration fluctuations in these systems, we 

have shown in previous studies that subtle changes in shear history during syringe 

loading can affect this phenomenon [119]. Since we did not control the syringe speed 

used to load the samples for the suspension experiments, they may have experienced 

slightly different shear histories, which likely accounts for the variation in their Interval 1 

behavior.    

 
 

 
Figure 3.7   Af,ave. evolution for two experiments with identical samples and shear 
conditions (5 wt.% silica; Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1 and Interval 2 shear rate of 

0.3 s-1); the difference between the two experiments is that in one case, shear-enhanced 
concentration fluctuations caused Af,ave. to be negative (gray line) in Interval 1, while in 

the other case (black line), without the fluctuations, Af,ave. was positive. 
 
 
 

3.3.2.4 Viscosity and Intensity Effects 

Thus far, we have mostly examined the evolution of the average alignment factor 

from the scattering patterns, but a more detailed analysis can provide further insight. For 

example, by looking at the pattern intensities for specific azimuthal angles, we can gain 

additional information regarding the evolution of the microstructure during the recovery 

interval. Also, the shear-SALS setup provides simultaneous viscosity data, which allows 
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us to understand how the microstructure affects the measured stress in the system. 

Figure 3.8 shows the average intensities along the flow and vorticity directions (labeled 

Iflow and Ivort., for φ = 0° and 90°, respectively) during Interval 2 for two experiments that 

were discussed previously (see Figure 3.5), as well as the viscosity data during these 

experiments. In both experiments, the Interval 1 shear rate was 30 s-1, while the Interval 2 

shear rate was either 0.3 or 0.6 s-1. Iflow and Ivort. represent the intensity at the given φ 

value averaged over the entire q range. Several key observations can be made from these 

graphs. First, in both experiments, the measured viscosity and intensities gradually 

increase with time. This slow viscosity increase did not occur for control experiments on 

Ultem® solutions without dispersed particles (data not presented), supporting the 

hypothesis that it is related to particle microstructure. Furthermore, the growth of 

intensities and viscosity in the suspensions is faster for the 0.6 s-1 case, as compared to 

0.3 s-1; this indicates, as stated previously, that the recovery process is strain-controlled. 

Also, it is noteworthy that the growth of Ivort. is significantly faster than for Iflow.  
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Figure 3.8   Measured viscosity and intensities during the recovery interval after an 

Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1. In (a), the recovery shear rate was 0.3 s-1 and in (b), it was 
0.6 s-1. 

 
 
 

The intensity values along the flow and vorticity directions can be interpreted as a 

representation of the density fluctuations along those axes in real space. As aggregates 

rotate from their vorticity orientation at the start of Interval 2, to a flow orientation, this 

restores the previously diminished fluctuations along the vorticity direction, resulting in 

an increase in Ivort.. Meanwhile, shear forces are simultaneously breaking apart the 

aggregates, thereby restoring fluctuations—and therefore the intensity—along the flow 

direction. The fact that Ivort. grows more quickly than Iflow indicates that the orientation 

change happens more quickly than the breakup of aggregates.  
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Another interesting result is the fact that in both cases, the viscosity growth closely 

tracks Iflow, while the faster transition in Ivort. is essentially uncorrelated with the measured 

viscosity. This indicates that the viscosity of the suspension is more strongly dependent 

on the degree of aggregation than on the orientation of aggregates. It should be noted that 

at long times, these polymer samples become phase separated near the plate edges due to 

moisture from the surrounding air, which can then cause erroneous viscosity 

measurements. In Figure 3.8, the measured viscosity shows a subtle but detectable 

change in curvature approximately 7 minutes after the start of Interval 2; this is likely due 

to phase separation at the sample edges. The intensity measurements are not affected by 

the early stages of phase separation, because the light scattering measurements occur ca. 

5 mm from the plate edge. 

Another pair of experiments that further illustrates the relationship between measured 

viscosity and scattered intensity is presented in Figure 3.9. Here we have also displayed 

the data obtained during the pre-shear interval, since it is particularly enlightening. The 

shear rates applied for these two experiments are shown at the top of each figure. First let 

us look at Figure 3.9(a). Here, the viscosity experienced some slow growth during the 

pre-shear interval, followed by a sharp decrease at the start of Interval 1 due to the shear-

thinning nature of the polymer solution. Then the measured viscosity exhibited 

oscillations that decreased in amplitude over the duration of Interval 1. These oscillations 

are an artifact associated with sample loading effects; in the plate-plate measuring 

geometry for shear-SALS, the plate is contained within a cup, so that edge effects can 

occur between the plate edges and the cup wall in case of imperfect loading; the effect 

typically manifests itself through stress oscillation as the two wetted surfaces pass each 
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other periodically, and the viscosity oscillations can therefore be ignored. More 

importantly, though, when the shear rate was returned to 0.3 s-1 for the recovery interval, 

the viscosity reduced to a value lower than the starting viscosity of the pre-shear interval 

and then slowly increased. Comparison of the viscosity data to the time-resolved values 

of Ivort. and Iflow again reveals a close correlation between the evolution of viscosity and 

the measured intensities. Like the viscosity, the intensities dropped to values lower than 

their starting values at the start of Interval 2. The viscosity again closely tracks Iflow, 

particularly for t = 2-3 minutes, during recovery from the high shear rate. While intensity 

in the vorticity direction also increased during this final interval, this occurred on a 

different time scale than the growth of Iflow and the viscosity.  

For the experiment shown in Figure 3.9(b), Interval 1 consisted of one minute of rest, 

instead of the 30 s-1 in Figure 3.9(a). We can see that during the recovery interval, the 

viscosity and intensities picked up exactly where they left after the pre-shear interval. 

Unlike the experiment shown in Figure 3.9(a), there was no microstructural 

reorganization and therefore no changes in viscosity or intensities occurred.  

We should note that although the viscosity oscillations observed in Figure 3.9(a) are 

an artifact due to overfilling, the relative change in viscosity between the first and third 

intervals is not an artifact. To prove this, the viscosity measurements were repeated in a 

concentric cylinder geometry, which is not compatible with light scattering, but is less 

sensitive to overfilling. The same trends were observed in these control experiments (data 

not shown): for the 30 s-1 case, the viscosity at the beginning of the recovery interval  was 

lower than it was at the end of the pre-shear interval; for the rest case, the viscosity 

restarted where it left off at the end of the pre-shear interval. 
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Figure 3.9   Viscosity and intensities measured at a low shear rate before and after one 

minute of (a) shear at 30 s-1 and (b) rest.  
 
 
 

3.3.2.5. Effect of Particle Concentration 

To investigate the effect of particle concentration, we analyzed a sample with only 

0.5 wt.% particles. For this experiment, we used an Interval 1 shear rate of 30 s-1 and an 

Interval 2 shear rate of 0.3 s-1, because these conditions yielded prominent changes in 

microstructure (Figure 3.2(c)). The results of this experiment are depicted in Figure 3.10, 

together with the previously discussed results for a 5 wt.% suspension. For the 0.5 wt.% 
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sample, polymer solution effects clearly dominate the light scattering signal and shear-

enhanced concentration fluctuations in the continuous phase cause the alignment factor to 

be negative and noisy during Interval 1. Additionally, we do not see any significant 

butterfly pattern at the start of the recovery interval. The insets of Figure 3.10 show two 

representative images from this experiment, which can be compared with the images 

from the corresponding 5 wt.% experiment in the insets of Figure 3.2(c). Note that the 

reduced particle concentration results in a pattern with much less intensity.  

 
 

 
Figure 3.10 Af,ave measured for two different silica concentrations. The gray line 

represents a sample containing 5 wt.% silica, and the black line 0.5 wt.%; the Interval 1 
shear rate was 30 s-1 and the Interval 2 shear rate was 0.3 s-1. 

 
 
 

The results of this experiment are consistent with our interpretation of structure 

formation, since the formation of vorticity-oriented structures is dependent not only on 

non-Newtonian characteristics in the continuous phase, but also on particle-particle 

interactions, which will happen at a much reduced frequency at low particles 

concentrations, thus limiting the formation of any structures.  
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3.3.2.6. Structure Formation in a Boger Fluid Suspension 

In order to determine whether the formation of structures in these solutions is driven 

by normal forces alone, or by a combination of normal forces and shear thinning, we 

repeated the experiment using a Boger fluid as the continuous phase. As shown in 

Figure 3.1, this fluid exhibits larger normal stresses than the Ultem® solution; it also 

exhibits a relatively constant viscosity, although there is admittedly a slight degree of 

shear thinning at higher shear rates. Based on these rheological differences, we can safely 

state that if normal forces alone are the source of the shear-induced structure, then the 

structure formed in the Boger fluid should be enhanced relative to the Ultem® solution. 

To test this hypothesis, we measured a Boger fluid suspension for an Interval 1 shear rate 

of 30 s-1 and an Interval 2 shear rate of 0.3 s-1, and compared this to the Ultem® case.  

The results indicate that less structure was formed in the Boger fluid suspension. The 

average alignment factor for the recovery interval of this experiment is shown in 

Figure 3.11. Despite having similar overall scattering intensities, the calculated values of 

Af,ave. were significantly less in magnitude for the Boger fluid than for Ultem®, which is 

in agreement with the visibly less anisotropic patterns shown in the insets of Figure 3.11. 

While the Ultem® suspension exhibited a distinct butterfly pattern, this feature was 

noticeably absent from the Boger fluid experiment. The fact that the fluid with larger 

normal forces and less shear thinning exhibited less structure formation confirms that 

shear thinning is actually a necessary condition for structure formation. 
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Figure 3.11 Af,ave. during Interval 2 for a Boger fluid suspension (black line), with the 

previously discussed Ultem® result shown for comparison. 
 
 
 

We believe that the mechanism for the shear-induced structure observed in the silica-

Ultem® suspensions can be explained as follows: shear thinning is responsible for 

particle aggregation, and then normal forces cause the resulting aggregates to orient in the 

vorticity direction. That is, as particles pass each other in shear flow, the region between 

them experiences a larger shear rate, causing a localized reduction in viscosity. This 

reduced resistance between them results in a tendency to move toward each other. 

Normal forces then act on the aggregate, orienting it in a direction perpendicular to shear. 

This framework leaves two possible explanations for the slight anisotropy observed in the 

Boger fluid suspension. The first is that some aggregates were already present in the 

suspension, and the large normal forces associated with the Boger fluid oriented those 

pre-formed aggregates, resulting in some detected vorticity orientation. Alternatively, the 

slight degree of shear thinning in this fluid could be the source of some mild aggregation 
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(in comparison to the Ultem® solution) into structures that would be aligned along the 

vorticity axis by the strong normal forces.  

 

3.4. Conclusions 

Using shear-SALS, we investigated the shear-induced formation of vorticity-oriented 

particle aggregates suspended in a shear-thinning polymer solution, a phenomenon that 

has been observed previously but was not well understood. The vorticity structure 

exhibits some interesting features that distinguish it from past observations of vorticity 

structures in similar materials. For example, the vorticity structures we observed remain 

intact after shear is stopped. Also, we only observed the structures at shear rates near or 

above the shear-thinning transition. For the lowest shear rate investigated, which was 

well within the Newtonian regime of the polymer solution, no vorticity orientation 

occurred. For shear rates in the shear-thinning regime, higher shear rates resulted in more 

pronounced structures, even for equivalent amounts of total strain. This indicates that the 

formation of vorticity-oriented aggregates is not purely strain-controlled, but that the 

structure becomes more pronounced (i.e., more aggregated and oriented) as the 

suspending solution becomes increasingly non-Newtonian.   

 We found that the vorticity structures formed at high shear rates do not remain 

intact under low shear conditions. We investigated the process by which the structures 

dissipate at low shear rates, and found that particle aggregates first rotate to a flow-

orientation before being redistributed to an isotropic arrangement by shear forces. We 

used our shear-SALS results to compare the relative dynamics of these two steps, and 

found that the orientation transition happens more quickly than the breakup of 
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aggregates. As one would expect, this low-shear recovery process is strain-controlled. We 

also found that the suspension exhibits transient viscosity effects that are closely 

correlated with the measured intensity along the flow direction, indicating that the 

suspension viscosity depends more strongly on the degree of aggregation than on the 

orientation of aggregates. Finally, we conducted experiments using a Boger fluid that 

exhibits much stronger normal forces than the polymer solution in the study. The Boger 

fluid resulted in much less pronounced vorticity orientation, proving that normal forces 

alone are not responsible for the formation of vorticity structures. Rather, we propose that 

shear thinning is necessary to promote aggregation, while normal forces are responsible 

for the orientation of these aggregates. Both aggregation and orientation were found to be 

reversible processes.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 

VISCOELASTICITY-INDUCED PARTICLE MIGRATION3 
 
 
 

4.1 Introduction 

In mixed matrix fiber spinning, high concentrations of molecular sieve particles are 

desired in the outermost skin layer, where separation takes place. Sieves that are not 

located in this selective layer do not enhance the selectivity of the fiber [9, 10, 90]. Since 

the skin layer accounts for only a small fraction of the total sheath layer, it is important to 

understand the distribution of particulates in this region. The ultimate objective is to 

control and optimize this distribution. Viscoelastic media can alter the distribution of 

particles in flowing suspensions through an effect called shear-induced particle 

migration. This phenomenon causes particles to travel across streamlines to preferred 

locations along the flow profile, resulting in a non-uniform distribution.   

Figure 4.1 illustrates two possible effects that particle migration can have during 

spinning. If particles migrate toward the center of the channel, the concentration is 

lowered near the wall, the region that will ultimately become the selective skin layer of 

the fiber, which is undesirable. Alternatively, if they migrate toward the walls, the 

concentration of particles will be increased at the interface between the core and sheath 

layers, and, more importantly, in the outer layer of the fiber where the skin forms during 

phase separation. 

                                                                                                                                              

3 The contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication as: E. C. Peterson and V. Breedveld, 
Viscoelasticity-induced particle migration in Poiseuille flow. 
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Figure 4.1   The two potential results of sieve migration in the annular spinneret channel: 

(a) migration towards the centerline and (b) migration toward the walls. 
 

 
The rheology literature contains many examples of viscoelasticity-induced particle 

migration [68, 73, 97, 106]. Both types of migration (toward and away from the walls) 

have been observed for particles dispersed in polymer solutions, and there is no 

consensus about the underlying mechanism. As a result, there is no clear a priori 

prediction whether migration is likely to occur in membrane dopes and, if so, in which 

direction. If migration in either direction is found to be significant in membrane dopes 

under flow conditions that are relevant for spinning, two potential approaches could be 

taken to either minimize or maximize the effect, depending on whether the migration is 

favorable or unfavorable. The first is to tune the rheological characteristics of the fluid 

that are responsible for the migration. The other is to modify the spinneret equipment to 

control both the shear rate and total strain of the dope. For example, if the sieves tend to 

migrate away from the channel walls, then shortening the spinneret channel should 

minimize sieve depletion in the skin region. Alternatively, if sieves migrate toward the 

wall, then lengthening the channel would give the sieves more time (i.e., a larger total 

strain) to undergo this migration, thus enhancing the concentration of sieves in the fiber 

skin.  
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 The purpose of this study was to investigate cross-stream migration in polymer 

solutions similar to the dope solutions used for mixed matrix spinning, and to determine 

the potential implications for membrane processing. Like the studies described in 

Chapter 3, spherical silica particles were used as model particles instead of actual 

molecular sieves, which would have less controlled size and shape. Rather than studying 

migration using an actual spinneret, we used transparent glass capillaries. This allowed 

the particle distribution profile to be analyzed via confocal microscopy at various 

locations along the length of the capillary, so that the evolution of the particle distribution 

profiles could be studied. Fluids with varying rheological properties were used in order to 

characterize the effect of shear thinning and normal forces on migration. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Suspension Preparation  

Four different suspending fluids were used in this study, while in all cases the 

dispersed phase consisted of monodisperse fluorescent silica spheres of diameter 2.9 µm 

(CV<5%, Corpuscular, Inc., Cold Spring, NY). These particles are supplied by the 

manufacturer as an aqueous suspension, so a solvent-exchange process was used to 

transfer them into either n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) or tetrahyrdofuran (THF) before 

preparing the suspensions, depending on the suspending fluid being used. 

The first suspending fluid had the following composition (by weight): 11% Ultem® 

(polyetherimide, Mw 54000 g/mol, SABIC Innovative Plastics), 6% Luvitec® K90HM 

(polyvinylpyrrolidone, Mw 1.8x106 g/mol, BASF), and 83% NMP (Sigma Aldrich). The 

suspension containing this fluid will be referred to as the “Ultem®-Luvitec®” 
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suspension. Another Ultem®-based fluid consisted of 23.5% Ultem® and 76.5% NMP; 

this composition was chosen to match the viscosity of the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid. 

Finally, a few studies were conducted using a third Ultem®-based fluid that was designed 

to mimic the composition of a typical membrane spinning dope; it consisted of 30% 

Ultem® and 70% NMP. These two systems will be referred to as the Ultem® 23.5% and 

Ultem® 30% suspensions.  

To prepare the three Ultem®-based suspensions, the following procedure was used: a 

centrifuge tube containing particles dispersed in NMP was placed in an ultrasonic water 

bath (Model FS-20H, Fisher Scientific) for 45 minutes in order to disperse the particles 

and break up any aggregates. Meanwhile, the required amount of polymer powder was 

dissolved in NMP. Finally, the particles were added to the polymer solution, to achieve a 

final particle concentration of 0.6 wt.%, with the suspending fluid compositions described 

above. The suspensions were allowed to mix on a slow roller for two days to allow the 

polymer to fully dissolve. Suspensions were also stored on the roller to prevent particle 

settling. 

The fourth suspension contained particles dispersed in a Boger fluid, which consisted 

of a low concentration of extremely high molecular weight polyisobutene (PIB) dissolved 

in polybutene liquid (PB), with a small amount of solvent to reduce the solution viscosity. 

Specifically, the composition of the suspending fluid was (by weight): 0.1% Oppanol® 

B150 (PIB, Mw 2.6x106 g/mol, BASF), 6.0% THF (Sigma Aldrich), and 93.9% 

polybutene (Mn 920 g/mol, Sigma Aldrich). To prepare this fluid, the high molecular 

weight PIB was first dissolved in THF. Particles, suspended in THF, were sonicated as 

described in the previous paragraph. Then, the necessary amounts of PIB-THF solution 
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and silica-THF suspension were added to the PB liquid. Once these components were 

mixed thoroughly, some THF had to be evaporated in order to reach a final concentration 

of 6.0% THF in the continuous phase. This was achieved using a Schlenk line to supply 

vacuum while heating and stirring the sample until the desired sample weight was 

reached.  

 

4.2.2 Experimental Setup 

Flow experiments were performed using rectangular glass capillaries that had cross-

sectional dimensions of 1 mm x 0.1 mm, and a length of 100 mm (VitroCom, Mountain 

Lakes, NJ). In a few cases, shorter capillaries (50 or 75 mm) were used to prevent rupture 

at high flow rates. To attach the capillaries to a syringe, a section of the capillary (about 

10 mm) was glued inside the barb portion of a female Luer-lock-to-barb connector. 

Figure 4.2 shows a sketch of the capillary dimensions and a definition of the coordinate 

system. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.2   Coordinate definitions and capillary dimensions (not to scale). 

 

 
Once the capillary was attached to a filled syringe, fluid flow was controlled using a 

syringe pump (KDS210, KD Scientific, Holliston, MA). For each experiment, fluid 

flowed through the capillaries for a total time approximately equal to 6·tres., where tres. is 
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the average residence time of the fluid in the capillary. This was to ensure that startup 

effects (e.g., effects associated with the meniscus passing through the capillary) would 

not affect the final particle distribution. Although gravitational effects should be 

negligible over the times explored in these experiments due to small particle size and 

high fluid viscosity, the capillaries were positioned so that the direction of interest, y, was 

perpendicular to gravity (the orientation shown in Figure 4.2) to avoid any gravitational 

effects along this direction during the flow experiments.  

 Due to the large aspect ratio of the channel cross section (10:1), the velocity profile 

and shear rates can be estimated using slit flow calculations. For Newtonian flow through 

a slit of gap size d, the velocity profile, vx, can be described using Equation 4.1 [121]. 

𝑣! 𝑦 =    !
!
< 𝑣! > 1− !

!/!

!
      (4.1) 

In this equation, y is defined as in Figure 4.2, with y = 0 corresponding to the centerline 

of the capillary. The average velocity, <vx>, can be calculated using the known 

volumetric flow rate and the cross-sectional area of the channel. 

 Differentiation of vx with respect to y, followed by a substitution of y = d/2 yields the 

following expression for the maximum shear rate in the slit, which occurs at the wall: 

𝛾!"# =
!!!!!
!

      (4.2) 

 These calculations assume an infinite channel width and Newtonian fluid properties, 

and therefore do not provide exact wall shear rates for the materials and conditions used 

in this study. The fact that the capillaries have a finite width results in some small 

deviation from the slit flow estimates. Also, the shear-thinning nature of the fluids causes 

an increase in the true maximum shear rates relative to those calculated for a Newtonian 

fluid. However, numerical calculations with COMSOL that explicitly account for the 
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shear rate dependence of the viscosity and the finite width of the channel, confirmed that 

the Newtonian slit flow estimate of Eq. 4.2 is accurate to within 10% of the true wall 

shear rates for all fluids and conditions used in this study. Therefore, for simplicity, the 

rest of this chapter will refer to the shear rates calculated based on ideal slit flow of a 

Newtonian fluid. Table 4.1 shows the flow rates and corresponding maximum (wall) 

shear rates for this study. 

 

Table 4.1 The volumetric flow rates used and the corresponding Newtonian wall shear 
rates.  

Flow rate [µl/min] Wall shear rate [s-1] 
0.3 3.0 
1.0 10 
3.0 30 
10.0 100 
50.0 500 
75.0 750 
100.0 1000 

 
 
 

A confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510 VIS) with a 40x oil objective was used to 

analyze the particle distribution within the capillaries after cessation of flow. Capillaries 

were optically sectioned along the y direction using a field of view of 318 µm x 318 µm. 

Upper and lower limits of the y-scan were chosen by detecting the particles that were 

closest to, and furthest from the objective (i.e., particles with the minimum and maximum 

y coordinate) and then setting the limits for the confocal scan approximately 10 µm 

outside these extreme locations to ensure that no particles would be excluded 

erroneously. Frames were then captured every 1 µm along the y direction within this pre-

defined range of y values. The 100-mm long capillaries were analyzed at four locations: 

30, 50, 70, and 90 mm from the entrance, corresponding to L/d values of 300, 500, 700, 
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and 900, where L is the distance along the channel in the x direction, and d is again the 

channel height. At each location, three scans were performed at slightly different axial 

positions, and the three resulting profiles were averaged. When 50-mm capillaries were 

used, the same methodology was used to obtain particle distribution profiles at 30 mm 

and 45 mm from the channel entrance. 

Since the refractive index of the suspending fluids is not identical to that of the 

immersion oil, a vertical objective displacement of 1 µm does not necessarily correspond 

to a 1-µm shift of the focal plane within the sample. As a result, the y-scans produced by 

the instrument suggest, at first glance, that particles are located in a region larger than the 

actual size of the capillary. To account and correct for this artifact, measurements were 

performed to determine the “apparent capillary size” for each fluid. First, the inner walls 

of a capillary were coated with fluorescent particles. The capillary was then filled with 

the fluid of interest, and imaged in the confocal microscope. The locations of the particles 

at the walls were then used to determine the apparent channel height.  

 

4.2.3 Image Analysis 

Each image stack obtained from the confocal microscope was transformed into a 

particle distribution profile by summing the intensities of all pixels within each image, 

and plotting the total intensity as a function of y. These profiles were then analyzed 

quantitatively to capture three key features that were observed during our studies. The 

first feature was an overall reduction in the fraction of the channel cross section that was 

occupied by particles; we refer to that effect as “profile focusing”. To quantify this 

phenomenon, the uppermost and lowermost frames with particles (i.e., non-zero intensity 
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values) were identified, and the apparent distance between them was calculated. This 

distance was then divided by the previously determined apparent capillary height for that 

particular fluid, to obtain the total fraction of the cross-sectional area occupied by 

particles, Aocc..  

The profile focusing analysis provides information on the distance between the 

uppermost and lowermost particles along the y-direction, but it does not provide any 

information about how uniformly particles are distributed. To quantify the ‘shape’ of the 

profiles, two additional parameters were defined. For these calculations, the profiles were 

first centered and normalized by ymax, the total apparent height occupied by particles, 

which was determined previously. Using this normalization, y’ = y/ymax = 0 and 1 now 

represent the first and last frames with non-zero intensities, respectively. In some cases, 

an excess of particles was observed in the center of the channel, resulting in a strong peak 

at the center of the intensity profile. To quantify this characteristic, the average intensity 

in the range 0.45 < y’ < 0.55 (the center 10% of the profile) was calculated: Iave,center. 

Then the average intensities were determined for two other regions (intermediate between 

the center and edges) were calculated: 0.225 < y’ < 0.325 and 0.675 < y’ < 0.775. These 

parameters are identified as Iave,1 and Iave,2. Based on these intensities, a ratio pcenter was 

defined, as shown in Equation 4.3 below. This ratio is greater than 1 if there is an excess 

of particles in the center of the channel, and equal to 1 if the particle concentration in the 

center is the same as in the surrounding intermediate regions. 

𝑝!!"#!$ =
!(!!"#,!"#$"%)
!!"#,!!!!"#,!

      (4.3) 

The final feature of interest that was observed under certain conditions was the 

appearance of strong concentration peaks at the edges of the profile, often accompanied 
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by depleted regions directly adjacent to the peaks. Initially, an attempt was made to 

quantify these edge peaks in a similar way as the center peak—that is, by determining the 

average intensity in the outer 10% of the profile and comparing this value to the average 

intensity in the intermediate regions. This approach worked fairly well for cases in which 

the peaks were large. However, in cases where the peak-like appearance resulted from the 

depleted zone nearby, instead of from the absolute magnitude of the peaks, this approach 

did not provide a discriminating parameter. In order to better capture the edge peak 

feature, an algorithm was therefore developed that scans the profile from the edge inward 

until a maximum is detected, followed by a search for the subsequent minimum. The 

difference in intensity between the maximum and the minimum was then calculated and 

divided by the average intensity in the region between the edge and the minimum, to 

obtain an edge peak ratio, pedge. Figure 4.3 illustrates this approach for a representative 

example of an intensity profile exhibiting edge peaks.  

 

 
Figure 4.3   Example of an intensity profile exhibiting “edge peaks”. 
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Equation 4.4 defines how pedge was calculated. The overall peak ratio for each profile 

was calculated as the average of the two pedge values for both edges of the profile. 

 

𝑝!"#!,! =
!!"#!!!"#

!!"#,!!!!!!!!!!"#
     (4.4) 

 
 
 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Suspending Fluid Rheology 

Shown below in Figure 4.4 are the flow curves for the four fluids used in this study, 

along with the values of N1, the first normal stress difference (measured using an Anton 

Paar MCR 300 stress-controlled rheometer with cone-and-plate geometry, cone diameter 

25 mm, angle 2°). Three of the fluids are similar in viscosity, but vary in their degrees of 

shear thinning and magnitude of normal forces. Due to the presence of the high molecular 

weight polymer, the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid begins shear thinning at a lower shear rate 

than any of the other fluids. The effect of the high molecular weight polymer on N1 can 

also be seen: the Ultem®-Luvitec® material exhibits much larger normal forces than the 

23.5% Ultem® solution, and the normal forces become measurable at a lower shear rate. 

The Boger fluid exhibits the largest normal forces of all four fluids, but minimal shear 

thinning. The 23.5% Ultem® fluid possesses very slight shear thinning, and exhibits the 

smallest N1 values of all the fluids investigated. The 30% Ultem® solution has a much 

higher viscosity and larger N1 than the 23.5% solution, due to the larger polymer 

concentration. Significant shear thinning occurs, but the onset of shear thinning occurs at 

a higher shear rate than the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid. This is due to the fact that shear 

thinning generally begins at a shear rate of approximately τ-1, where τ is the relaxation 
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time of the polymer. Luvitec® has a longer relaxation time than Ultem®, due to its large 

molecular weight, causing shear thinning to occur earlier in that fluid.  

 

 
Figure 4.4   Flow curves for the four fluids used in this study. Open symbols are the 

viscosity (left axis) and closed symbols are N1 (right axis). 
 
 

4.3.2 Migration Results 

4.3.2.1 Ultem®-Luvitec® Suspension 

First, let us examine the overall features of the particle concentration profiles that 

were observed in the flow experiments, beginning with the Ultem®-Luvitec® 

suspension. Shown below in Figure 4.5 are the profiles as a function of channel position 

and wall shear rate. In each profile, the horizontal axis represents the relative y location in 

the capillary, with the dotted lines marking the location of the capillary walls. The 

vertical axis represents the total intensity, and therefore the relative particle concentration 

at that location, in arbitrary but consistent units. Each row in the figure contains the data 

for one particular shear rate, while the columns represent the four L/d positions that were 
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analyzed for each capillary (L/d = 300, 500, 700, and 900). For the largest flow rate in the 

series (1000 s-1, the bottom row of Figure 4.5), a 100-mm long capillary could not be 

used, as it would fracture at such a large flow rate due to the accompanying pressure 

differences. Therefore, a 50-mm capillary was used, and the analysis was performed at 

L/d = 300 and 450.  

Looking at the 3 s-1 data (first row), we see that the profile was mostly uniform, and 

that the particle distribution did not change significantly along the length of the channel. 

There was, however, a slight decrease in intensity with increasing values of y in each 

profile due to the fact that light absorbance by particles nearest to the source makes less 

light available to particles further away [122]. The calculations described in Section 4.2.3 

were designed to prevent this issue from affecting the quantitative numerical analysis by 

taking advantage of the nearly linear shape of the profiles.  
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Figure 4.5   Intensity profiles for the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension. 

 
 

At intermediate shear rates, 10-100 s-1, particle migration effects become apparent. In 

this range, particles occupied a smaller fraction of the channel than they did at the lowest 

shear rate, and this focusing effect progressed along the length of the channel. The red 

arrows in the figure highlight this feature. Profile focusing was most pronounced at a 

shear rate of 30 s-1, when particles eventually occupied less than 65% of the channel. At 

30 and 100 s-1, the focusing was even strong enough for particles to accumulate at the 

centerline, resulting in a peak in the profile. At shear rates of 100 s-1 and above, the center 

peaks were still present, but the profile focusing was less pronounced than for 30 s-1. 

Despite the fact that the profile focusing effect diminished at higher shear rates, the 
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center peaks became more distinct, and could be detected earlier in the capillaries. 

Figure 4.6 shows two confocal images that illustrate the difference between a relatively 

uniform distribution, and one with an excess of particles in the center. The images were 

taken from the 3 and 500 s-1 experiments at L/d = 900; the corresponding intensity 

profiles are also shown again for reference. The dashed lines represent the approximate 

location of the channel walls. It should also be noted that these images represent the 

entire volume sampled by a single confocal scan, projected onto the x-y plane; the 

appearance of some apparent aggregation and a particle concentration seemingly greater 

than 0.6 wt.% are a result of this projection.  

 

 
Figure 4.6   Confocal images and the corresponding intensity profiles showing (a) the 
uniform particle distribution obtained at 3 s-1 and (b) the particle distribution from the 

500 s-1 experiment, in which particles accumulated in the center. Both images were 
obtained at L/d = 900. 
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The analysis methods described in Section 4.2.3 capture these trends quite clearly. 

Shown below in Figure 4.7 is the profile focusing analysis for the data presented in 

Figure 4.5. Shear rate is shown on the horizontal axis, and Aocc. on the vertical axis. The 

figure clearly shows the trends that were described above qualitatively. At the lowest 

flow rates, particles occupied a relatively large fraction of the channel. As the flow rate 

increased, particles migrated progressively toward the center of the channel, diminishing 

the overall portion of the channel occupied by particles. This effect was most pronounced 

at the end of the capillary and at 30 s-1, and became less significant again at higher flow 

rates.   

 
 

 
Figure 4.7   Profile focusing for the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension. 

 
 
 

Figure 4.8 shows the center peak analysis for the profiles. This figure depicts pcenter, 

as described by Equation 4.3, as a function of shear rate. This graph shows that as the 

flow rate increased, the particle concentration at the center also increased, resulting in a 

larger pcenter. This effect was most pronounced at a flow rate of 300 s-1, and decreased 

slightly at higher flow rates. 
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Figure 4.8   Center peak analysis for the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension. 

 
 

Figure 4.9 shows the calculated edge peak values, pedge, for these data. Below 100 s-1, 

pedge remained around a value of 0.5 along the entire length of the capillary, indicating 

that the profile edges did not exhibit any significant enhancement in particle 

concentration. At shear rates above 30 s-1, pedge increased slightly, indicating that the 

particle concentration at the profile edges gradually increased. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.9   Edge peak analysis for the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension. 
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4.3.2.2 Ultem® 23.5% Suspension  

Next, the results observed for the Ultem® 23.5% suspension will be examined. The 

intensity profiles are presented in Figure 4.10. For this suspending fluid, the four lowest 

shear rates resulted in profiles that were nearly homogeneous; there was a slight change 

in the total fraction of the channel occupied by particles, although the focusing effect was 

decidedly less pronounced than it was for the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension (see Figures 

4.5 and 4.7). At shear rates of 300 s-1 and higher, distinct peaks can be seen at the profile 

edges, which correspond to accumulation of particles at the walls. Figure 4.11 shows 

confocal images obtained for a shear rate of 500 s-1 at L/d = 900, along with the result for 

1000 s-1 at L/d = 300, which showed even stronger accumulation at the walls. Also 

shown in Figure 4.11 are images of the particles located at the channel wall, which 

formed very distinct strings oriented along the flow direction.  
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Figure 4.10 Intensity profiles for the 23.5% Ultem® suspension. 
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Figure 4.11 Confocal images showing the particle distribution observed in the 23.5% 
Ultem® suspension at shear rates of (a) 500 s-1 and (b) 1000 s-1. Images on the right 

(which have been inverted for clarity) show the particle strings observed at the walls. 
 
 
 

In Figure 4.12, the results are presented for profile focusing analysis for this system. 

At the lower shear rates explored—100 s-1 and below—a slight profile focusing was 

observed. Above 100 s-1, this effect was reversed, and larger fractions of the channel 

cross section were found to contain particles.  
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Figure 4.12 Profile focusing analysis for the Ultem® 23.5% suspension. 

 
 
 

In the next two figures, 4.13 and 4.14, pcenter and pedge are presented for this 

suspension. Figure 4.13 shows the pcenter values, which are all very close to unity, in 

agreement with the fact that no center peaks can be observed in this system. The edge 

peaks, however, appear very distinctly in Figure 4.14. The values remain less than 0.5 

throughout the entire capillary for all shear rates less than or equal to 100 s-1. At higher 

shear rates, pedge increased sharply, indicating accumulation of particles at the profile 

edges. 
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Figure 4.13 Center peak analysis for the Ultem® 23.5% suspension. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4.14 Edge peak analysis for the Ultem® 23.5% suspension. 

 
 
 

4.3.2.3 Boger Fluid Suspension 

Finally, the Boger fluid results will be discussed. The profiles from these experiments 

are shown in Figure 4.15, and are quite difficult to interpret. Even at the lowest flow rate, 

the profile appears inhomogeneous. There are small peaks at the channel walls, in 

addition to high-intensity regions between the center and walls. The subsequent flow 

rates exhibit similarly puzzling features, with peaks sometimes forming at the walls.  
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Figure 4.15 Intensity profiles for the Boger fluid suspension. 

 
 
 

Despite the fact that these data seem to lack any clear trends, one feature is clearly 

absent from these results: profile focusing. As highlighted by Figure 4.16(a), particles can 

be found across the entire channel at all flow rates and locations that were explored. To 

underline the varying degrees of focusing that were observed for these suspending fluids, 

in Figure 4.16(b) the profile focusing curves are shown for all three fluids at L/d = 900.  
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Figure 4.16 Profile focusing analysis for (a) the Boger fluid suspension and (b) the Boger 

fluid, Ultem®-Luvitec®, and Ultem® 23.5% suspensions at L/d = 900. 
 
 
 

For the sake of completeness, Figures 4.17 and 4.18 contain the results of the center 

and edge peak analyses. These figures illustrate the lack of any trend in terms of either 

feature—center or edge peaks. A possible explanation for these puzzling results will be 

discussed in Section 4.4.3. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.17 Center peak analysis for the Boger fluid suspension. 
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Figure 4.18 Edge peak analysis for the Boger fluid suspension. 

 
 
 

4.4 Discussion 

Now that the general behavior each of these three suspending fluids has been 

discussed, a more detailed analysis of these observations is appropriate. By comparing 

the trends in these suspensions with the rheological properties of the suspending fluids, 

we can gain some insight regarding the underlying driving forces for the various 

phenomena that are observed. The first conclusion to be made relates to profile focusing. 

Although the Boger fluid data are quite puzzling in every other regard, the lack of profile 

focusing demonstrates quite clearly that normal forces do not drive this behavior. If 

normal forces alone were the source of profile focusing, the Boger fluid suspensions 

should have exhibited this feature more strongly than either of the two other fluids, since 

the Boger fluid has the largest N1 of all the fluids investigated. Therefore, profile focusing 

must be driven by shear thinning. This hypothesis is consistent with the observations 

from the two Ultem®-based fluids discussed so far, in that the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid is 

the more strongly shear-thinning of the two, and exhibits more pronounced focusing.  
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Having determined that profile focusing can be attributed to shear thinning, it 

naturally follows that the formation of center peaks (i.e., particle accumulation at the 

centerline) is likely also caused by shear thinning. The basis for this conclusion is that 

both of these features—profile focusing and particle accumulation at the channel 

centerline—involve migration of particles toward the channel center, so it seems probable 

that they are caused by the same underlying driving force.  

The next logical conclusion is that migration toward the channel walls is driven by a 

different rheological property than the one causing inward migration. Therefore, 

migration toward the walls is likely attributed not to shear thinning, but to normal forces. 

The first piece of evidence supporting this hypothesis is the fact that the Boger fluid data, 

though admittedly noisy and scattered, seem to suggest that migration toward the walls is 

the preferred behavior of particles in this fluid. Many of the Boger fluid profiles exhibit 

peaks at the channel walls; on the other hand, these profiles do not exhibit the dramatic 

center peaks found in the Ultem®-Luvitec® results, nor do they exhibit any profile 

focusing. Since the Boger fluid possesses very large normal forces, and virtually no shear 

thinning, this supports the hypothesis that normal forces are the source of migration 

toward the walls.  

Another important clue in support of this conclusion is found in the Ultem® 23.5% 

results. As shown in the flow curve (see Figure 4.4), N1 becomes detectable for this fluid 

around a shear rate of 100 s-1, which is roughly in agreement with the fact that edge peaks 

begin forming at shear rates above 100 s-1 (see Figure 4.14). It is also around 100 s-1 that 

the slight profile-focusing trend observed at low shear rates begins to reverse (Figure 
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4.12), suggesting that around 100 s-1 the appearance of normal forces begins to counteract 

shear thinning, which was driving particles to the center at lower flow rates. 

Although the dominant feature in the Ultem®-Luvitec® suspension is migration 

toward the center due to shear thinning, we can also discern some subtler effects of 

normal forces in these data. The Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid begins to exhibit detectable 

normal forces around 10 s-1. In this same range, the effect of profile focusing diminishes 

and particles begin occupying larger fractions of the channel (Figure 4.7). This is also the 

range of shear rates in which the pedge curve displays a slight increase (Figure 4.9). 

According to our hypothesis, both of these effects are caused by normal forces, which 

seek to move particles toward the walls, effectively competing with the inward migration 

caused by shear thinning.   

 

4.4.1 Ultem® 30% Suspension  

To further test these hypotheses, and to investigate migration in a solution closer in 

composition to an actual fiber spinning dope, we also tested a suspension using a more 

concentrated 30 wt.% Ultem® solution as the continuous phase (see Figure 4.4). Based 

on the observations described above, this fluid would be expected to behave similarly to 

the Ultem® 23.5% suspension, in the sense that both fluids exhibit limited shear thinning 

before the onset of normal forces. However, because N1 appears a decade earlier for the 

30% solution than the 23.5%, we would expect that migration to the walls should also 

occur at lower shear rates. We would also expect some slight profile focusing at low 

shear rates, as was observed for the 23.5% suspension, with the effect becoming slightly 
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more pronounced with increasing shear rates, and then diminishing again; the effect is 

projected to be strongest at a lower shear rate than for the 23.5% solution.  

The Ultem® 30% suspension was prepared and measured using shear rates of 10, 30, 

and 100 s-1. Due to the high viscosity and associated pressure drops, the 100 s-1 

experiment was conducted in a 75-mm capillary. Since results could not be obtained for 

L/d = 900 at all conditions, we will compare the Ultem® 30% findings to the previous 

results for L/d = 700. The first comparison is presented in Figure 4.19(a), which shows 

the profile focusing analysis for the 23.5% and 30% Ultem® fluids. As predicted, the 

Ultem® 30% suspension does exhibit focusing behavior similar to the Ultem® 23.5% 

suspension. Also in agreement with our hypothesis is the fact that the focusing exhibits 

an upturn at a lower shear rate than the Ultem® 23.5% suspension. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4.19 Comparison of the 23.5% and 30% Ultem® suspensions in terms of (a) 

profile focusing, (b) pcenter, and (c) pedge. 
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Figure 4.19(b) shows pcenter for the two Ultem® fluids. As predicted, the Ultem® 

30% suspension behaves similarly to the Ultem® 23.5% system in this regard, exhibiting 

no significant accumulation of particles in the channel center. The predictions are also 

correct regarding migration to the walls. As shown in Figure 4.19(c), the 30% suspension 

exhibits migration to the channel walls at lower shear rates than the 23.5% suspension 

due to the earlier onset of normal forces in the continuous phase.  

It is interesting to note that the wall migration effect seems to depend on an absolute 

value of N1, rather than on the relative magnitude of normal and shear forces. That is, 

wall migration is observed at similar absolute values of N1 for the 23.5% and 30% 

Ultem® suspensions, even though shear forces are much higher for the 30% solution due 

to the larger viscosity (by almost an order of magnitude). One might have predicted that 

the larger viscosity of the 30% solution would impede the lateral motion of the particles, 

but these results suggest that normal stresses act nearly independently of shear stress.  

At this point, we should compare these conclusions to results from previous studies 

involving shear-induced migration. Our findings are in agreement with the results 

published by Tehrani, who also found that migration to the center was attributed to shear 

thinning [73]. Our observations differ slightly with regards to the effect of normal forces, 

though. Tehrani found that normal forces induced only very slight migration to the walls, 

and sometimes no migration occurred at all. This discrepancy is likely due to the choice 

of materials used in that study, compared to the ones used here. To achieve large normal 

forces, Tehrani used cross-linked polymer solutions. The networks formed due to cross-

linking can result in very different rheological properties compared to fluids whose 

normal forces are created by individual polymer chains. Cross-linked fluids can exhibit 
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gel-like and solid-like characteristics, whereas un-cross-linked polymer solutions exhibit 

elasticity, but behave primarily as liquids. Some of the fluids in the study by Tehrani did, 

in fact, exhibit solid-like properties. Likely due to the cross-linking, these solutions 

displayed strong wall slip and a plug-like velocity profile. The resulting lack of a shear 

gradient across much of the channel could be the reason that their fluids did not exhibit 

significant migration, despite the large normal forces.  

Our findings can also be compared to those of D’Avino and co-workers, who found a 

bistability scenario for particles flowing in a microfluidic channel using both experiments 

and simulations [106]. In some ways, the results are in agreement. For example, we both 

find that migration in both directions can occur in shear-thinning polymer solutions. Our 

conclusions about the specific role of shear thinning, though, are quite different. D’Avino 

et al. concluded that stronger shear thinning promoted migration toward the channel 

walls. However, they did not attempt to decouple the role of normal forces from shear 

thinning, and they did not report measurements of N1 for the solutions in their 

experiments. Therefore, the migration they attribute to shear thinning could instead be an 

effect of the larger normal forces that often accompany strong shear thinning. Another 

important distinction between our experiments and their work is the ratio between 

particle size and channel dimensions. Their study focused on relatively confined 

conditions—particle radii approximately one-tenth the channel radius. In our case, the 

particles were much smaller compared to the channel height (particle diameter 

approximately 3% of the channel size). One consequence of stronger confinement is that 

shear conditions in channel flow vary more from one side of the particle to another, 
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creating stronger imbalances. For these reasons, strict comparisons between their findings 

and the ones presented in this chapter should perhaps be avoided.   

 

4.4.2 String Formation 

Although shear-induced structures such as the strings shown in Figure 4.11 were not 

the focus of this study, they merit a brief discussion. Chapter 3 of this thesis investigated 

shear-induced structure formation in suspensions of silica in Ultem®-NMP-ethanol 

solutions. In those studies, which involved 500-nm particles, a vorticity orientation of 

short particle strings was found. The migration experiments described in this chapter used 

larger particles—roughly 3 µm in diameter—and flow-oriented strings were observed.  

The conditions are admittedly different (e.g., slightly different fluid compositions, 

volume fractions, and flow conditions), so direct comparisons between the two sets of 

experiments are not merited. Nevertheless, this observation is generally in agreement 

with the findings of Pasquino et al., who found that vorticity oriented structures formed 

only for small particles, while larger particles tended to form flow-oriented strings [68]. 

Also, no string formation is observed for the Boger fluid studied here, even for the cases 

in which particles migrated to the walls. This is in agreement with previous studies that 

suggest that the formation of flow-oriented strings requires a shear-thinning fluid [67], 

and in agreement with the findings in Chapter 3 of this thesis, where it is shown that 

shear thinning is required for structure formation. 
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4.4.3 A Note Regarding the Boger Fluid Observations 

We do not completely understand the behavior that is seen in the Boger fluid 

experiments, particularly the high noise level. However, highly elastic fluids (such as 

Boger fluids and other polymer solutions) are known to exhibit flow instabilities, such as 

shear banding [42, 123, 124]. Shear banding is an effect that occurs in fluids with long 

relaxation times. When shear or stress is applied to such fluids, they can undergo 

structural rearrangements that result in regions of different viscosities, which in turns 

leads to ill-defined velocity profiles [125]. The fluid separates into “bands” that flow with 

different velocities. Using a camera to record the flow of a particle-free Boger fluid 

through the capillaries used in these experiments, we did observe a peculiar velocity 

profile. Figure 4.20 shows the path lines obtained from a sequence of images during this 

recording. The streaks (which are caused by dust particles and/or small air bubbles in the 

fluid) near the advancing front of the meniscus are not at all parallel to the flow direction, 

illustrating the non-unidirectional nature of the flow.  
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Figure 4.20 Pathline analysis of a Boger fluid flowing through a capillary; the bent 

streamlines at the advancing front of the fluid illustrate the secondary recirculation flows 
in this region. 

 
 
 

Even though we do not fully understand this behavior, it suggests that shear banding, 

or some type of fracture or instability, occurs in this material. As a consequence, the 

scattered results observed for the Boger fluid suspension could be due to the lack of a 

well-defined velocity profile—and thus, shear profile—within the capillary.  

 
 

4.4.4 Implications for Mixed Matrix Fiber Spinning 

These results have several implications for mixed matrix fiber spinning, and other 

industrial processes involving particles dispersed in non-Newtonian media. First, let us 

discuss the effect of migration to the center. If the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid used in this 

study were being used for fiber spinning, for example, it is unlikely that the skin layer 

would contain any molecular sieves whatsoever. Since inward migration occurs even at 

low shear rates, shear in upstream channels would likely cause migration away from the 

walls, leaving particle-free regions at the edges. At the large shear rates found at the 
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spinneret exit, it is possible that normal forces could dominate over shear-thinning 

effects, causing some migration toward the walls. However, this may not be sufficient 

(either in the magnitude of the resulting normal forces, or in the total strain) to counteract 

the depletion that occurred upstream. 

A note about molecular weight is warranted. The characteristics that cause inward 

migration in the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid are due to the high molecular weight of the 

Luvitec®, which is much greater than the molecular weights that are typically involved in 

fiber spinning. However, many promising new membranes are being formulated using 

customized polymers that are tailored specifically for a particular separation. These 

polymers are often produced in-house, with relatively poor control of the molecular 

weight distribution. The resulting flow properties of these homemade polymers can vary 

significantly due to polydispersity. To ensure that undesired migration effects will not 

occur, polymers should undergo careful rheological characterization before being used 

for mixed matrix spinning; materials exhibiting pronounced, early-onset shear thinning, 

such as that exhibited by the Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid, should be avoided.  

The effect of migration to the walls should also be discussed. This is, at first glance, 

the desirable scenario for fiber spinning. However, it is not entirely clear from the results 

discussed thus far whether the particles that migrate to the wall are stuck there 

permanently. If they are, then migration toward the walls would actually be an 

undesirable scenario, since particles would accumulate on the inner spinneret surfaces, 

rather than exiting the spinneret in the skin layer of the fiber. 

An attempt was made to address this issue using extrusion experiments combined 

with phase separation. In the test, the Ultem® 23.5% suspension was extruded using a 
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shear rate of 500 s-1, to see whether larger particle concentrations could be observed near 

the perimeter of the solidified fiber. Another extrusion using a shear rate of 3 s-1 was used 

as a control experiment. The cross sections and outer surfaces of the fibers were then 

examined using a confocal microscope. Figure 4.21 shows the results of these 

experiments. The large difference in shear rate caused the extruded fibers to have 

different morphologies. The 500 s-1 fiber exhibited die swell, causing it to be thicker than 

the 3 s-1 fiber, which essentially retained the shape and dimensions of the channel. These 

different morphologies make it challenging to compare the particle distributions in the 

fiber cross sections. Images of the outer surfaces of the fibers, however, provide more 

useful information. The outer surface of the 500 s-1 extrusion exhibited very distinct 

strings of particles. The strings that were discussed in Section 4.3.2.2 and shown in 

Figure 4.11 were only ever observed at the walls of the channels. Therefore, their 

presence at the surface of the extruded fiber proves that the particles do not get 

permanently stuck at the channel walls. No strings were observed on the surface of the 

3 s-1 fiber.  
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Figure 4.21 Confocal images showing fibers extruded and phase separated using shear 
rates of 3 and 500 s-1; the upper images show the fiber cross sections, while the lower 

images show the outer surfaces of the fibers. 
 
 
 

4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, cross-stream particle migration was investigated using silica particles 

dispersed in fluids with varying degrees of shear thinning and normal force 

characteristics. Experiments consisted of pressure-driven flow of the suspensions through 

rectangular capillaries across a wide range of shear rates. The resulting particle 

distributions along the shear gradient direction were quantified using confocal 

microscopy. The results show that shear can cause non-uniform particle distributions to 

develop. Non-uniformities were quantified in terms of several different features that were 

observed. In some cases, particles migrated away from the walls, resulting in a net 

reduction in the fraction of the total cross-sectional area of the channel that was occupied 
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by particles. This effect, termed profile focusing, occurred to some degree in all the fluids 

investigated except for the Boger fluid, and could therefore be attributed to shear 

thinning. Suspending fluids with stronger shear thinning gave rise to more pronounced 

profile focusing. Another indicator of inward migration was a distinct increase in particle 

concentration at the channel centerline, an effect that was also attributed to shear 

thinning.  

In some cases, the opposite effect was observed. That is, migration to the channel 

walls occurred, which could be attributed to normal forces. In all the fluids studied in this 

investigation, except the Boger fluid, the effects of both shear thinning and normal forces 

can be seen simultaneously. However, shear-thinning effects dominate in the Ultem®-

Luvitec® fluid, which displays an early onset of shear thinning relative to the appearance 

of normal forces. In the 23.5% and 30% Ultem® suspensions, normal force effects 

dominate due to the relatively late onset of shear thinning in comparison to the 

appearance of normal forces. Based on the fact that two solutions of very different 

viscosities induced wall migration at roughly the same value of N1, we can conclude that 

the onset of wall migration corresponds more closely to an absolute magnitude of N1 

rather than the ratio of normal to shear stresses. These results help to clarify some aspects 

of shear-induced migration that were not previously well understood. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 

In this thesis, several shear-related phenomena involving concentrated polymer 

solutions were explored, both with and without suspended colloidal particles. The 

findings have implications for hollow fiber membrane spinning, and for many other 

applications involving polymer solutions and suspensions of particles in viscoelastic 

media. The key conclusions are listed below. 

• Shear can cause liquid-liquid demixing in polymeric membrane dopes.  

• Shear-induced demixing in dope solutions depends not only on the instantaneous 

shear conditions, but also on the shear history of the solution. 

• Solvent-rich droplets formed via shear-induced demixing promote macrovoid 

formation during solvent-induced phase separation. 

• Sub-micron particles in concentrated polymer solutions can form aggregated, 

vorticity-oriented structures when shear rates in the shear-thinning regime are 

applied. 

• Formation of the aggregated vorticity structures requires two fluid characteristics: 

shear thinning, which facilitates aggregation, and normal forces, which orient the 

aggregates. 

• The aggregated, oriented structures are reversible; samples containing such 

structures return to isotropy under low-shear conditions via a two-step process in 

which aggregates first reorient into the flow direction and are then broken apart 

by shear. 
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• Particles suspended in polymer solutions can exhibit migration either toward the 

walls or toward the centerline in pressure-driven flow through a capillary.  

• The rheological characteristics of the suspending fluid determine whether 

migration will occur toward the walls or the center; shear thinning promotes 

migration to the center, while normal forces cause migration to the walls. 

• Particles that migrate toward the walls do not get immobilized at the wall; rather, 

they continue to flow with the surrounding fluid, ultimately exiting the channel. 

These conclusions will be discussed in more detail in the following sections, along 

with recommendations for future research that could build upon these findings. 

 

5.1 Polymer Effects: Shear History & Shear-Induced Demixing 

Chapter 2 described experiments showing that shear can cause liquid-liquid demixing 

in concentrated polymeric solutions such as those used to spin hollow fiber membranes. 

Specifically, the study explored how shear history affects this demixing process, and 

whether demixing has any effect on macrovoid formation. 

This research included two series of experiments. The first series focused on in situ 

measurements of the shear-induced demixing process. In these experiments, the initial 

shear step applied to a solution was varied and then light scattering (shear-SALS) was 

used to monitor the demixing behavior during a subsequent shear process. This two-part 

scheme was designed to mimic the flow conditions during fiber spinning, which include 

low-shear rates in upstream channels, followed by high shear rates at the spinneret exit. 

Understanding the effects of shear history is useful, since the conditions upstream can 

easily be modified with simple equipment adjustments such as tubing diameter changes, 
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while those at the spinneret exit are typically constrained by the geometry of the spinneret 

and the desired flow rate. The results showed that very subtle changes in shear history 

can affect the demixing observed during the subsequent high-shear process, both in terms 

of the shear rate at which demixing will occur, and in the characteristic length scales of 

the resulting demixed microstructure.  

A second series of experiments was performed with the goal of determining whether 

shear history and shear-induced demixing influence macrovoid formation. These 

experiments employed a two-part scheme similar to the one described above; the initial 

shear step was varied, followed by a combined extrusion/phase separation step that was 

identical in all experiments. The resulting fibers were then analyzed using SEM to 

determine the number of macrovoids they contained. Shear history did, in fact, affect the 

number of macrovoids that was observed in the fibers. A comparison of the results 

obtained from the shear-SALS and extrusion experiments revealed a strong link between 

shear-induced demixing and macrovoid formation. This suggests that macrovoids form 

due to the presence of solvent-rich regions that are created during shear-induced 

demixing, a mechanism that has not previously been considered.  

These results have some significant implications for fiber spinning. The fact that 

demixing and macrovoid formation were found to depend so strongly on shear history is 

both encouraging and somewhat alarming. The shear rates used for the initial shear step 

in these experiments are very similar to those commonly found in the upstream channels 

of a laboratory spinning operation. This suggests that macrovoids can potentially be 

suppressed using simple modifications to upstream flow channels (tubing, etc.) rather 

than adjusting key parameters such as the spinneret geometry or dope flow rate. 
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However, the results should also serve as a note of caution regarding equipment design—

that is, when scaling up a laboratory process or constructing additional production lines to 

increase capacity, the importance of upstream equipment should not be overlooked.   

These findings also raise some interesting questions that should be addressed in future 

research. For example, it is not clear from these results why demixing and macrovoid 

formation are preferred at some shear rates rather than others. One recommendation that 

could help answer this question is to investigate demixing using solutions of different 

concentration and solvent quality or polymers of different molecular weight. This could 

provide a better characterization of the conditions that are necessary to induce demixing, 

and potentially allow for more universal spinning guidelines.  

Another recommendation regarding this topic is to test whether these results, which 

were obtained using syringe extrusions, also apply in an actual spinning setup. A 

relatively simple test to perform would be to spin fibers using a flow rate and upstream 

tubing size such that the wall shear rate in the tubing is close to 3.7 s-1. According to the 

results described in Chapter 2, these fibers would be expected to contain many 

macrovoids. Then, the tubing would be changed to a slightly smaller size, so that the 

same dope flow rate would result in a wall shear rate higher than 3.7 s-1, perhaps 6.0 s-1; 

these fibers would be expected to contain fewer macrovoids. 

 

5.2 Particle Effects: Shear-Induced Aggregation & Orientation 

In Chapter 3, shear-induced particle microstructure was investigated using shear-

SALS to study suspensions of silica particles in concentrated Ultem® solutions. Shear 

rates in the shear-thinning regime of the polymer solution were found to cause the 
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formation of vorticity-oriented particle aggregates. Although this type of structure has 

been seen in the past, observations of vorticity structures are somewhat rare compared to 

the more commonly studied flow-oriented strings. The Ultem®-silica suspension proved 

to be a useful system for investigating some fundamental features of vorticity structures.   

First, we characterized the conditions required to form the structures. Shear rates well 

below the shear-thinning transition did not result in any structure, even for large amounts 

of total strain. For shear rates in the shear-thinning regime, vorticity structures were 

observed. Furthermore, larger shear rates produced more pronounced structures, even for 

the same total deformation. This illustrates that the extent of structure formation depends 

on how non-Newtonian the suspending fluid is under a given set of shear conditions. That 

is, larger shear rates generally induce a greater degree of shear thinning and normal 

forces in the continuous phase, and therefore result in more distinctive structures. An 

experiment measuring the microstructural evolution of particles in a Boger fluid revealed 

that shear thinning is a crucial component in the formation of vorticity structures. Based 

on this finding, it was concluded that the mechanism for structure formation involves two 

separate rheological features: shear thinning causes particle aggregation, and normal 

forces are responsible for the orientation of the aggregates. 

The vorticity structures exhibited an interesting recovery behavior when the shear rate 

was reduced to values in the Newtonian regime. The aggregates first rotated 90° toward a 

flow orientation, and were subsequently broken apart by shear forces. The relative 

dynamics of these two steps were analyzed, and it was found that the orientation change 

occurred quickly compared to the breakup of aggregates. The measured viscosity of the 

suspension was strongly correlated with the breakup of aggregates, while the orientation 
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change did not affect the viscosity. The samples remained intact if no shear was applied, 

which is an important distinction from some past observations.  

Although this work was initially motivated by mixed matrix fiber spinning, the 

findings have more relevance in the larger rheology community, where a fundamental 

understanding of shear-induced structure in non-Newtonian media is desired. Still, there 

are a few comments to be made with regards to fiber spinning. First, it is possible that 

shear-induced aggregation could occur during fiber spinning, although we are not aware 

of any reports of this problem. Likely, the total strain associated with fiber spinning is 

small enough that aggregation is minimal. The orientation aspect of the research, 

however, could serve as inspiration for future studies involving the use of high aspect 

ratio sieves, which can provide additional selectivity benefits if they can be aligned 

during spinning. Recently developed high aspect ratio zeolites have sparked a renewed 

interest in this route [63], so a rheological investigation of these materials and the 

associated orientation effects would be worthwhile. 

From a rheological perspective, these results enhance our understanding of an 

intriguing phenomenon. They also help us better understand some unexplained aspects of 

past observations of vorticity structures. First, the results show that the formation of 

vorticity structures requires shear thinning. This same conclusion has been made in 

previous reports regarding flow-oriented strings, but the requirements for vorticity 

orientation had not previously been investigated [67]. Also, some previous studies found 

that vorticity orientation occurred at shear rates below the onset of shear thinning [68]. 

Our results show, however, that this structure does not form at shear rates well below the 

onset of shear thinning. In fact, pre-formed structures were found to disappear when the 
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shear rate was lowered to a Newtonian rate. However, at shear rates that were only 

slightly below the shear-thinning regime, some vorticity orientation was observed. This 

indicates that local shear rates between particles, which by definition exceed the nominal 

shear rate, can induce non-Newtonian characteristics in the fluid, resulting in structure 

formation. Past reports of vorticity-oriented structures at seemingly Newtonian shear 

rates [68] can therefore likely be explained in the same way; that is, even though the bulk 

shear rate was in the Newtonian regime, particles experienced larger shear rates, causing 

vorticity structures.  

An interesting question raised by this research relates to particle size. There seems to 

be a transition from vorticity orientation at small particle sizes, to flow-oriented 

structures for larger particles. This transition, according to our results and those of other 

researchers, seems to occur around 0.5-1 µm. It would be interesting to see whether 

experiments similar to those described in Chapter 3, but with slightly larger particles, 

would reveal flow-oriented structures. This would also provide an opportunity to explore 

another unanswered question regarding shear-induced particle structure, which is why 

flow-oriented structures sometimes occur in the bulk of the sample, while in other cases 

they form only at the shearing surfaces.   

A final recommendation regarding this topic involves using rod-like particles to 

isolate the effects of aggregation and orientation. According to our hypothesis regarding 

vorticity-oriented structures, shear thinning caused the aggregation, while normal forces 

induced the orientation. If this is true, then a Boger fluid containing rod-like particles 

should show stronger orientation effects than, for example, an Ultem® solution. 
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5.3 Particle Effects: Shear-Induced Migration 

Chapter 4 presented research surrounding a second particle-related topic: migration. 

This work investigated the effect of viscoelastic media on the distribution of dispersed 

particles in the presence of a shear rate gradient. This research is important both for fiber 

spinning, in which the distribution of molecular sieves in the sheath layer can affect 

separation performance, and for many other applications involving suspensions of 

particles in viscoelastic media.  

To study migration, several suspensions were prepared using fluids with varying 

degrees of shear thinning and normal forces. The suspensions were then studied using 

flow through narrow rectangular capillaries over a wide range of shear rates. Confocal 

microscopy was used to quantify the resulting particle distributions within the capillaries. 

The results show that polymer solutions can induce migration both toward the walls and 

the center of the channel. By comparing the observed particle distributions and the 

rheological characteristics of the fluid, it was concluded that shear thinning promotes 

migration to the center, while normal forces tend to induce migration toward the channel 

walls.  

The Ultem®-Luvitec® fluid exhibited the earliest onset of shear thinning (due to the 

high molecular weight of the Luvitec®); in this sample, inward migration dominated. At 

low shear rates, particles migrated away from the walls, reducing the total portion of the 

channel occupied by particles. At higher shear rates, migration to the center became so 

strong that distinct peaks in the concentration profile were observed at the channel 

centerline. The total occupied fraction of the channel, however, did not continue to 

decline over the entire range of shear rates. Rather, the appearance of normal forces 
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caused particles to move back toward the walls slightly, resulting in larger occupied 

portions of the channel cross section. This illustrates the fact that both driving forces can 

act simultaneously in a single material.  

For the Ultem® solutions without the high molecular weight Luvitec® additive, 

migration to the walls was observed, concurrent with the appearance of measurable 

normal forces as determined by flow curve measurements. Two Ultem® solutions of 

differing polymer concentrations exhibited wall migration at similar values of N1 despite 

large difference in viscosities, suggesting that migration depends more on an absolute 

magnitude of normal stresses, rather than the relative values of normal and shear stresses. 

This indicates that the increased viscosity of the higher concentration solution did not 

significantly hinder the lateral motion of the particles.  

The Boger fluid exhibited some interesting distinctions from the other fluids that were 

investigated. First, it lacked any profile focusing whatsoever—particles could be found 

across the entire channel at all flow rates that were explored. Secondly, no trends could 

be observed regarding migration toward the center or walls. This was attributed to an ill-

defined flow profile within the capillary, likely due to flow instabilities that can occur in 

highly elastic fluids. 

These findings can be translated into several recommendations for mixed matrix 

membrane spinning. First, inward migration effects should be addressed. Migration to the 

channel center is extremely undesirable in spinning, and our results show that migration 

due to shear-thinning effects could cause extreme depletion in the skin layer. Therefore, it 

is recommended that polymer solutions being considered for use in mixed matrix 

spinning undergo careful rheological characterization to ensure that the solutions do not 
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exhibit shear thinning at shear rates significantly below the appearance of measurable 

normal stresses.  

Next, wall migration will be discussed. Migration to the channel walls was observed 

in Ultem® solutions not containing any ultra-high molecular weight additives, suggesting 

that migration could potentially be used to increase the concentration of molecular sieves 

in the skin layer of composite fibers. This raises the question: why has this migration 

effect not already been observed in mixed matrix spinning? One possibility is that 

spinnerets, as currently designed, do not provide sufficient strain at the large shear rates 

required for wall migration. In this case, lengthening the final extrusion channel would 

achieve the desired effect. According to the results presented in Section 4.2.2.2, wall 

migration effects can be observed at L/d = 300, and they become increasingly 

pronounced at even larger deformations. Typically, the final channel of a spinneret has 

L/d on the order of 10, so achieving migration could require a fairly substantial 

lengthening of this channel. The sheath compartment of a spinneret typically possesses a 

very short exit channel, on the order of 0.05 inches. Lengthening this channel to 1-2 

inches could provide significant enhancement of the skin layer sieve concentration. 

Because the design and production of a new spinneret would require a significant 

investment, an economic analysis should be conducted to determine whether the benefits 

of increasing the skin layer concentration via migration outweigh the cost of simply 

increasing the overall sieve concentration of the sheath dope.  

The final recommendation of this thesis relates to the string structures observed at the 

channel walls in the Ultem® suspensions. There are several interesting aspects of these 

observations that warrant further investigation. First of all, the structures reported in 
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Chapter 4 contain much larger spacing between particles compared to past reports in the 

literature on flow-oriented strings. Performing further experiments using different particle 

sizes, for example, could help explain this phenomenon. Secondly, these structures are 

typically studied using simple shear geometries such as parallel plates, but have not been 

studied extensively in pressure-driven flow. The primary purpose for studying 

suspensions in these channels was to investigate particle migration, but the experimental 

setup and confocal imaging technique could also provide an interesting and useful route 

to explore shear-induced particle alignment.  
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